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We may therefore define Coherence as follqwq: two

sense-impiessions
1ortfr-Gs of sense-i-fil"rio".) huui"g
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a temporal gap between them are said tobe coherenr,if they
respectively resemble an earlier and a later part of a continuous series, which have approximately the same length
of time between them: that continuous series being of a
kind which has frequently been observed in the past, and
always in the same order.

III

THE EFFECTS OF CONSTANCY AND
COHERENCE
rf.lHUS

/

both Constancy and Coherenceturn out to be
I characteristicsof seriesof impressions, not of single
impressions in isolation; and here they differ from such
characteristicsas involuntariness,force, and violence,which
we examined.before-still more from ordinary sensible
qualities like redness or hardness. Moreover, they both
characterizeinterrupted or 'gappy' series.
We must now ask how exactly these two characteristics
work upon the imagination, and so lead us into our belief
in the continued and independint existence of matter.
Flume's answerto this crucial questionis somewhatdifficult
to follow. Indeed there seemsto be a good deal of needless
tortuosity about its details. For one thing, he holds that
the two 'principles' (Constancy and Coherence) affect the
imagination in quite different ways. This, as we shall try
to show later, was unnecessary; he could very well have
reduced the two principles to one. There is a second complication. On the one hand, he seemsto think that neither
principle is sufficient by itself. Coherence,he says, 'is too
weak to support alone so vast an edifice, as is that of the
continuanceof all external bodies'.I And he has previously
implied, though he has not explicitly said, that Constancy
by itself is likewise unequal to the task. Constancy, as we
have seen, is not always to be met with. 'Bodies often
changetheir position and qualities and after a little absence
or interruption may become hardly knowable';z and yet
this does not necessarily prevent us from ascribing a continuous existence to them.
On the other hand, he also seens to think that Constancy
! E. p. r9z; S.B. pp. r9&9.
2 E. p. r89; S.B. p. r95. Cf. above,p.34.
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is much the more important principle of the two. Certainly
he discussesit far more elaborately. 'The explication of
this', he says,'will lead me into a considerablecompassof
very profound reasoning." And by the time he has got to
the end of this profound reasoning, he seems to have forgotten about Coherence altogether. At any rate, when he
comes to discuss 'the total opposition between our reason
and our senses'(in the last part of the present section, and
in the section Of the Modern Philosophy) he treats it as an
oppositionbetweenPhysiological
Psychologyon the oneside,
and Constancyon the other. Coherenceis simply ignored.
Perhaps his view is that Constancy alone would be sufficient to make us believe in the continued existenceof sone
bodies, whereas Coherencealone would not be sufficient to
make us believe in the existenceof any, supposing there
were no Constancy to set the belief going. Thus Coherence
would only put the finishing touches, so to speak, to a
process which Constancy has already begun, and without
Constancy we should not believe in the continued existence
of any bodies at all. If this is indeed his view, it will be
proper for us to discuss the effects of Constancy first,
though he himself begins with Coherence. 1'
In his own account of the effects of Constancv Hume

distingrrisfiei friql 9ucc,gq.sjve
qtf-g!!l$ough which ih emind

paSSesto two main
ones: the first is a kind of mistake or illusion, the secondis
an act of postulation designedto correct it. The 'considerable compass of very profound reasoning', which Hume
gives warning of, is chiefly concernedwith the first stage.
The crucial operationin this first stageistheidmtifuation
of two different but rewmbling sense-impressions.The
sense-impressions are in fact numerically different, and
there is a temporal gap between them. But becausethey
resemble each other so closely, we regard them as being the
same. For example,we have a view of the sycamoretree;
E. p. r9z; S.B.p. r99.
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then a gap, while we shut our eyes or go away or look at
something else; then we have a secondview of the syciilnore
tree, exactly resembling the first. When this is so 'we are
not apt to regard these interrupted impressionsas different
(which they really are), but on the contrary consider them .
as indiaidually the same,vpon accountof their resemblance'. '
How does it come about that we thus confuse resemblancewith identity ? Before we can answer this question,
we must consider what identity is, or 'explain theprincipiurn
indiuiduationis'. This Hume now proceeds to do.2 The
very notion of identity, according to Hume, is a sort of
paradox. The phrase 'identical with' stands for a relation,
and it must hold between two terms at least. Where there
is only one term, there is [nity but not identity. On the
other hand, if there are many terms, we cannot but admit
that they are numerically different, however much they may
resembleeach other. It appears,then, that 'both number
[multiplicity] and unity are incompatible with the relation
of identity'. So it must lie in something that is neither of
them.3 But how is this possible?
It is only possible,Hume replies, if we have recourseto
the idea of time or duration. Consider any entity which
remains absolutely unchanged throughout a finite period
of time-'any unchangeableobject' as Hume rather oddly
calls it. We say 'it is the samt as it was two minutes ago'.
Now strictly speaking this is not true. Indeed, it is not
even sense. For since our object has not changedat all, we
cannot distinguish any multiplicity of successivestagesof
phaseswithin it. Thus there are no distinguishable terms
between which the relation of 'being the same as' could
hold (for, as we have seen,it e'sa relation, and requires trvo
terms at least). In fact the idea of time does not strictlv
apply to this unchanging entity at all. Where there is time,
there must be succession; and in this entity, ex hypothesi,
' E. p. r93; S.B. p. r99 (my italics).
. E. pp. 193-5;S.B.pp. r99-2or.
" E. p. rg+; S.B. pp. rgq-2oo.
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there is none. But during the period of its unchangingness,
there l's successionelsewhere. Let us invent an example,
since Hume himself givesnone. The stoneat which I gzze
remains absolutelyunchangedfor five minutes. However,
all sorts of changesare occurring around it. The bladesof
grass among which it lies wave gently in the wind, a leaf
falls, there is a drop of rain and then another,a beetlepasses
bV AqLqS
!_"q4r _gs_lqtga fiction, 'by which the unchagg-e1b!-e__o!iecJ
is iupp.g9edto participate of the changes
gf tlle co-_existing
objegts'.I In this way, and not otherwise,
we arrive at the notion of identity, or rather at the confusion
to which the word 'identity' gives expression. We arrive
at the notion of something which is at once multiple and
unitary, by conceivingof the one object as existing atmany
'points of time'. 'Here then', saysHume, 'is an idea,which
is a medium betwixt unity and number; or, more properly
speaking,is either of them, accordingto the view in which
we take it: and this idea we call that of identity.'2 If we
attend to the multiplicity of the points of time, we have the
idea of number: if we attend to the object itself, in which,
by hypothesis,there is no 'variation or interruption', we
have the idea of unity.
Thus even in this, the most favourabletype of instance,
the type gf instancefrom which the word 'identity' actually
gets its meaning, we find that the identity is fictitious. Or
rather, it is not even fictitious. We are not even holding a
false belief when we say that the object A is the sameas it
was two minutes ago; for that would entail that sameness
might characterizesomething else, even though it did not
characterizeA. We are just falling into a muddle or confusion, and the word 'idgntity' gives expression to this
S . B . p . z o r ( m y i ta lics) . Hu m e a d d s' a n d in p a r ticu lar [to
' E.p . r94;
participate] of that of our perccptions'. This is a mistake on his part. At
this stage of his argument he is not entitled to distinguish 'perceptions' from
'objects'. He is supposed to be speaking only of what is immediately presented to us. Cf. below, p. 46.
' E.pp. 194-5 ; S . B . p . z o r .
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confusion-the confusion between unity on the one hand,
rnd temporal multiplicity on the other.
In the casejust considered, we ascribe identity to an
rrnchangingentity which is at least unitary and uninterrupted. Even here, we are falling into a muddle, according
to Flume. How much worse is our muddle when we ascribe
idcntity to a pair of entities, with an interruption between
thcm! But this is what we do in the caseof Constancy,the
one which primarily concernsus.
How do we manage to do it? Hume holds that the
imagination is seduced by the fact that the two senseirnpressions,though numerically diverse, are exactly like
cach other. This leads us into a second muddle or confusion, which is superimposed as it were upon the first.
We confuse the present situation, where A' exactly rencmbles A, with the other situation in which A remains
runchangedand uninterrupted through a period of time.
I low do we come to mistake the one for the other? Hume
naysthat two factors contribute to this. The first we may
call an objective or phenomenologicalfactor, since it consists in certain relations between the sense-givensituations
themselves;the second is psychological,since it concerns
our attitude towards them. First, the objective factor: the
'likeness'situation (where A' is like A, though numerically
different) is itself lihe the 'identity' situation (where A
rcmainsunchangedand uninterrupted throughout a period).
'Ihis second-order likeness between likeness and identity
presumably consists in the fact that qualitatiae difference
is absentin both cases. Secondly,the psychologicalfactor:
in both situationsour mental attitude ('disposition'asHume
calls it) is the sameor almost the same. When we are considering the single unchanging entity 'the faculties of the
rnind reposethemselvesin a manner'and'the passagefrom
one moment to another is scarcefelt'.r And when we are
considering a successionof resembling entities, our attitude
t E. p. 196adfin.; S.B. p. zo3.
D
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rrrpted perceptions as the same, that is, to ignore the
lrumerical difference betrveenthem.t Now this ignoration
lras a very important consequence. For it in turn leads us
to ignore the gap between the two resembling perceptions.
Orrr sense-experience
is, in fact, full of interruptions: but
thanksto this queer processof the imagination-the process
of iclentifying acrossa gap' as we might call it-the interruptions are simply overlooked.
But this is not the whole story. W€ still have to answer
I thc most important gu9$tiqn- of all)t namely, how the
irnagination is led to postulate additional particulars by
which the gapsare filled, and so to supplementour exiguous
scnse-impressions
with a vast multitude of unsensedsensibilia. Now if we could always succeedin ov.erlookingthe
girps,we should never postulate unsensedsensibilia at all.
Our sense-impressions,
though in fact gappy, wouldfeelto
rrs gapless,and so we should feel no need to supplement
thcm. But actually we cannot always succeed in overlooking the gaps, strongly as u'e may be inclined to. If it
is a mere blink or turn of the head, perhaps we can. But
oftcn the interruption is much longer. And rvhen rve reflect
wc cannot but remember that there was an interruption: a
of quite another
llcriocl occupiedby alien sense-impressions
tlrrt (aswhen I go away to Cambridge and return to Oxford
twcnty-four hours later), or it may be by images, as in
tlrcaming. Thus we find ourselves in a perplexity. We
ttill have a strong propensity to identify the later senseitrtprcssionrvith the earlierone; yet we cannot quite do it,
Itccauseafter all we cannot forget the gap between them.
"l'ltc smooth passageof the imagination along the ideas of
rcscmbling perceptionsmakes us ascribe to them a perfect
itlcntity. The interrupted manner of their appearance
ttrakesus consider them as so many resembling, but still
tlistinct beings,which appear after certain intervals.'r How
rurcwc to get out of this contradiction ? We get out of it

is extremely like this. 'A successionof related objects . . .
is considered with the same smooth and uninterrupted
progressof the imagination, as attendsthe view of the same
invariable object." The relation here in question is that of
resemblance.And Hume explainsthat'the very nature and
essenceof relation is to connect our ideas with each other,
and upon the appearanceof the one, to facilitate the transition to its correlative'. 'The passagebetwixt related ideas'
he goeson, 'is therefore so smooth and easythat it prodr'r".J
little alteration on the mind, and seemslike the continuation of the same action.' Accordingly, 'the thought slides
along the successionwith equal facility, as if it considered
only one object; and therefore confounds the succession
, .. with the identity'.'
In the next paragraph Hume gives some instances to
illustrate this curious process. I shall quote the greater
part of it, since his own words can hardly be improved
upon. 'We find by experiencethat there is such a constancy
in almost all the impressionsof the senses,that their interruption produces no alteration on them, and hinders them
not from returning the samein appearanceand in situation
as at their first existence. f survey the furniture of my
chamber; I shut my eyes, and afterwards open them; and
find thenew perceptionsto resembleperfectly those which
formerly struck my senses. This resemblanceis observed
in a thousand instances,and naturally connects together
our ideas of these interrupted perceptionsby the strongest
relation, and conveysthe mind with an easytransition from
one to another. An easytransition or passageof the imagination, along the ideas of these different or interrupted perceptions, is almost the same disposition of mind with that
in which we consider one constant and uninterrupted perception. It is therefore very natural for us to mistake the
t, one for the other.'2
[We see,then, how Constancyleadsus to regard our inter' E. p. r97; S.B. p. zo4.

' E.pp. 197-8;S.B. p. zo4.
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by supposing that between the interrupted perceptions
perceptions, which filled up
there were other unercperienced
joined
the gap, and
the two interrupted ones together: in
short, we supposethat between the two resembling senseimpressions there was an intervening series of. unsensed
sensibilia resembling both, so that the whole forms one
unbroken series of particulars, sensed at its two ends and
unsensedin the middle.
I say we 'suppose' this, but the word is somewhat misleading. (Hume's own word is 'feign'.) We do not just
entertain this propsition about unsensedsensibilia,as we
might entertain the proposition that a yellow cat is now
entering St. Paul's Cathedral; we go farther, and belieaeit.
For according to Hume's theory of Belief, believing is just
having a lively idea which gets its livelinessby association
with an impression or impressions.' This is what happens
in the presentcase. The livelinessof the actually-presented
impressions(the one before the gap and the one after it) is
conveyedto the idea of the similar but unsensedparticulars
which we think of as coming betweenthem: and so we not
only think of these intervening particulars, but actually
believe them to have existed.z
Srch is Hume's accountof the way in which the observed
'constancy' of some impressions leads us to postulate the
existenceof unsensedsensibilia, and so to believe in the
continued existence of bodies: or rather seducesus into
that postulation and that belief, for the whole proceeding
is nothing but a complicated muddle. The very word
'identity' standsfor a confusion. Then, having got into the
t This is not at all a satiiiactory theory of rational belief, where we weigh
the evidence for and against, and assent accordingly. But, allowing for the
imperfections of Hume's 'idea'-terminology, it is quite a good theory of
non-ra'.ional belief, or taking for granted. Even the idea-terminology is not
so bad as it looks. For we must remember that Hume does have a theory of
abstract ideas. He does not simply equate concepts with images, no more
than Bradley does, He admits that an image may represent a class.
' E . pp, z oo - r ; S . B . p p . z o 8 - 9 .
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way of committing this confusion whenever we observe an
runchangingentity, we make matters still worse by comrnitting a second one: we gonfuqe a p_4_i5,.of
resemb_ling
cntities with a single unchanging entity, even to the point
of overlooking the gap between the resemblants. But a!
lnst the gap obtrudes itself upon o,urnotice. Then, horrified
:rt what we have done, we try to escapefrom our difficulties
by postulating a series of intervening but unsensed rescmblants to join the original pair together; and so at last
wc find ourselvesbelieving that material objects continue
itr cxistencethrough intervals of non-perception.
It is not easyto acceptthis nightmare story which Hume
hastold us. Its very elaborationmakesus suspicious. Such
trlrtuous refinements of confusion and self-deceit, we exclaim, are altogetherbeyond the capacityof unsophisticated
human nature. It is incredible that the Vulgar-the
'children and peasants' of whom Hume speaksr-should
lrave passedthrough this labyrinth of hypocrisy whenever
thcy attribute a continued existenceto 'a hat or shoe or
B t 0 n c '. 2

llut I think it is possible to simplify Hume's account
of the effects of Constancy and so to make it much more
crcdible. Let us go back to the first step, the analysis of
Itfcntity, or of the principium indiaiduationis, as he also calls
it. 'Ihe starting-point is the notion of a single 'unchangelblc object' ('unchangeable',I think, is here equivalent to
'rrnchanging').What sort of an 'object' has Hume in mind ?
I lc gives no instance in this passage,but in the section on
l\:rsonal ldentity, where the sametopic comesup again, he
nprcaks
of 'a massof matter of which the parts are contiguous
rulrtlconnected' and asks us to supposethat 'the parts conlirrrrc uninterruptedly and invariably the same'.3 It seems
likcly that he is thinking of the same sort of instance here,
lntl this suggestionis supported by the contrast he draws
' E. p. r9S ad.fin,; S.B. p. zoz,
I l'urt iv, Section6, E. p. z+zi S.B. p. 255
ad fin. (my italics).
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of the object and the succes1 betweenthe unchangeableness
sivenessof our perceptions.' Efg|thls-lq.Jh-q.qgrt 9f. LhgLg

pccglghi{r_r
cheating.At this
_o_f
-hf!C_+_tgitd,*!Le_ll_ttgt_
sTage
of his inquiryhe oughtonlyto be talkingof sense-

impressions ('perceptions'), whereas a mass of matter is
obviously a complex material object. According to his own
argument, the Idea of identity---or the confusion which goes
by that name-must already be there, beforewe can arrive
at any belief concerning material objects,whether changeable ones or unchangeable. Thus the identity-confusion,
if confusion it be, must arise directly from acquaintance
with sense-impressions.Indeed, Hume himself sees this
later, for in summarizing his argument he speaksof 'one
, constant and uninterrupted perception'.2
But where shall we find an unchangingsense-impression
?
That is what we must have if Hume's accountof Identitv is
to be saved. Obviously we cannot find it at all. Every
sense-impressioncontainstemporal parts within it. We sel
a colour-expansewhich, aswe say,remainsquite unchanged
throughout a period. But what we are aware of is still a
series, a continuous series whose members are exactly
similar to each other. It differs from other series only in
- being monotonous,whereasmost seriesof sense-impressions
are vdriegated. But why do we say that it is a series,if there
is no discernible variegation within it ? First, becausewe
know from past instancesthat it couldhavebeeninterrupted
at any point (by a blink, say) even though actually it was
not. And secondly,becausethere actually is a differenceof
relationalcharacteristicswithin it, though there is no difference of quality. Wg_hauq to distingu!9h temporal parts
within it, teca,r.e *" w""i io-.;y thiibne part of it is contemporary with A and another part.with not-A. While we
look at our so-called unchanging colour-expanse,\ryesee
' E,p. r94; S.B. p. zon Cf. p.4o, footnoter above.
' E. p, tg7 ad fin.; S.B. p. zo4 ad fin, (quotedon p. 42 above). He is here
using the word 'constant' in its ordinary everydaysense.
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other neighbouring colour-expansescome and go; we hear
l squeak,then silence,and then another squeak; there is a
srrcccssion
of different organicsense-impressions.All round
it and contemporary with it there is successionand perpctual qualitative difference. Consequentlywe must regard
it not as a single particular, but as a process or series,
tlivisible into a successionof temporal parts. Nor is there
nny fiction in this, as Hume would suggest. Relational
r:haracteristics
are not lessreal than qualities. Two mutually
incompatible relational characteristicscannot belong to a
ningle entity, no more than trvo mutually incompatible
rpralities.
We may put this in another way. Hume's whole theory
of knowledge-the fact that he starts from impressionsand
will admit no 'idea' which is not derivable from themcommits him to what is called the Event-Theory of continuance; according to which the continued existence of
any entity whatever is equivalent to the occurrence of a
scriesof numerically different particulars, whether qualitatively similar to each other or qualitatively dissimilar. By
'an unchangeablegbject, wi.tho_q1
any variation or interrrrption' he can only mean a monotonousand continuous
seriesof sensuously-qualifiedparticulars. The other and
more venerable theory of co4tinuance-commonly called
the Substratum Theory-which dispenseswith the notion
of temporal parts, and draws a radical distinction between
'things' and 'processes',
is not-opgq_!g_him;
he is bound to
hold that it is not so much false as meaningless. For the
idea of an unchanging substrateof change, or of a 'thing'
which is not reducible to a process,is one which could not
possibly be abstractedfrom impressionswhether sensible
or introspectible.
Thus Hume's analysis of Identity, and therefore his
rccount of Constanclr goes wrong at the start: I mean, it
starts with assumptions which are on his own showing
inadmissible. How then ought he to have started? He
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ought to have maintained that the word 'identical'is always
applied to a athole,having temporal parts or spatial parts
or both, and never to a single indivisible entity, if such
there be. When we say 'this view (noise,smell) is the same
as it was a minute ago', we mean that this present impression and that previous one are members of a singletemporal
series. Nor need the series be monotonous. It might be
highly variegated; this noise and that noise are part of the
same tune, though there is a striking qualitative difference
between them. The only indispensablerequirement is that
the seriesbe temporally and qualitatively continuous. If we
are to use the word 'same' and say that 'this is the same as
it was', all that is necessaryis a single temporally and
qualitatively continuousseries,of which this presentparticular and that previous one are both members. Provided this
is so, the two particulars may differ in quality as much as
you please. But, of course, we shall only use the rvord
'unchanging' if the series is monotonous;that is, if all the
successivemembers resembleeach other exactly in respect
of quality.
Let us now reconsider Hume's account of the effects of
Constancy, in the light of this revised and truly Humian
notion of Identity. For the present we will accept his view
that tho imaginative processdivides into trvo main stages:
( r ) the initial overlookingof the gap betweentwo resembling
impressions, (z) the subsequent postulation of unsensed
particulars to fill it. Let us begin with the first stage. When
we sensetwo resembling expressionswith a gap between
them, we tend to say 'this is the same as what I saw (felt,
heard) before'. But even if it had been undoubtedly the
same, even if no gap whatever had occurred, there would
s3ill have been two particulars, resembling but numerically
diverse. The sameness,even then, would have been the
samenessof a series,consisting of a successionof temporal
parts. Thus when we apply the word 'same' to the two
iinpressions-the pre-gap one and the post-gap one-we
*, 'l \
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are not ignoring their numerical diversity, as Hume would
make us do. Even if there had been no gap, we should not
have done that. We are only ignoring the difference between A . . . A, where there r'san interruption between the
two resembling entities, and AA where there is none. fn
other words, all we are ignoring is just the gap itself. As
I Iume says later, "Tis a gross illusion to supposethat our
rcsembling perceptions are numerically the same.'r It is
indeed. But we have no need to accuseourselves of any
such enormity.
FIow do we come to ignore the gap ? From this point
onwards,Hume's own account of the imaginative processis
clcar and consistent. The resemblancebetween the two
impressions is so striking that the later one reminds us
lirrcibly of the earlier. Thanks to this associationby rescmblance,the imagination passessmoothly from the one
to the other, exactly as it would have if there had been no
gap at all. The gap is at first simply overlooked. When I
rcturn to my rooms after twenty-four hours' absence,my
ncw impressionsare so similar to my old ones that I easily
forget I have ever been away.
Now we turn to the second stage. Strongly as the later
impressionreminds us of the earlier, we cannot on reflection
rlcny that therewasa gap betweenthem. On the other hand,
thc propensity of the imagination to pass from the one to
the other still remains in full force. If we now supposethat
there were unsensed
particulars, similar to both, which were
interpolated between them and joined them together, we
can still make our smooth transition from the one to the
othcr, by way of these intermediate particulars; and yet we
can manage to allow for the occurrence of the gap, that is
tor the period in which we were sensing something quite
dilferent. Moreover, the thought of theseintermediate but
rrnscnsedparticulars wiltTE-made vivid 6y the g1_emory
of
tlre actually presented impressions between whigh they are
I E . p . z o 9 ; S . B .p . zr 7 a d fi n .
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tl!.:p-9_lq!ga.Accordingly we shall not only conceiveof
these intermediateentities: we shall believe that they
actuallyexisted,thoughthey werenot sensed.
^
In this way, by revising Hume's analysisof Identity,
which is in any caseinconsistentwith the main principles
of his philosophy,we can contrive to abbreviatethe 'considerable compassof very profound reasoning" which
causedhim so much trouble; and we can contrive to offer
a much simpler and more credibleaccountof the effectsof
Constancy.We shall seelater that a further simplification
is possiblewhen Constancyand Coherenceare considered
together. But first we must considerwhat he saysabout
Coherencehimself.
We turn then to the effectsof Coherence.Hume holds
that the imaginativeprocesshereis quite differentfrom the
one which occursin the caseof Constancy.He represents
it as a kind of argumentfrom analogy. The foundationof
a legemblanpenot betweenindividual im-l-bp_atralpgy_jg
of impressionsI namelY,be-prcssio4srb.!!. betwg9.4sg.{-e--styegq I fr.1gqent4ryseriegpqE observedand a number of
Continuousseriqs pbservedin the past. Thanks to this
resemblance,our imagination is led to fill in the missing
partd of the presentfragmentaryseriesfrom.our memory
of the previouscontinuousones. And in so filling them in,
we are, of course,postulatingthe existenceof particulars
which we havenot on this occasionsensed(thoughwe haae
sensedparticularsof that kind in like circumstancesin the
past). In other words, we are postulatingthe existenceof
unsensedsensibilia. For instance,I seea black cat in one
corner of the room; then I turn to rcad The Timesfor half
a minute; then I look up againand seea black cat in the
oppositecornerof the room, while the first corneris empty.
But on many previousoccasionsI havewatchedblack cats
roomsfrom onecornerto the other.
walk all the way
lcross
E. p. r9aadfin.;S.B.p. r99.
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And owing to this analogy between this broken seriesand
those continuous ones, I imagine that here also there has
been a continuously existing cat which has walked continuously all the way across.
Now Hume holds that this analogicalprocessis somewhat
Iike ordinary causalreasoning. For Coherence,unlike Constancy, characterizesserieswhose members differ from each
other in quality. Such series have an order or structure.
Iror instance, the past continuous series, with which we
assimilatethe present broken one, have all had the order
ABCDE (while the present broken one is of the form
A . . . E). Since this order has been repeatedon so many
occasions,we regard it-according to Hume's theory of
Causality-as a causalorder; that is, we are confident that
if there is at any time a further instanceof someone of these
characteristics,e.g. a new B, then there will alsobe instances
of the other four, related to it and to eachother in the same
old way. (In the section on Necessary Connexion Hume
takes account only of transeunt causality, where the events
'conjoined' are events in different things, as in the transmission of motion by impact. But his theory would apply
cqually to immanenlcausality,,wherethey are events in the
same thing. And indeed in the present section he himself
seemsto be thinking of both,types of causality. He could
hardly avoid doing so; for in all the processesof Nature
both seem to be present at once, though sometimesone is
more prominent and sometimesthe other.)
Flowever,Hume holds that the imaginativeprocesswhich
here concernsus is not by any meansthe sameas that which
occurs in ordinary causal reasoning, although in some ways
like it. This is preciselybecauseit is concernedwith broken
scries. If we try to regard it as ordinary causal reasoning,
we are involved in a serious paradox. To bring this out,
I lume gives an ingeniousillustration, in which severalsuch
broken series are combined. While sitting in an upstairs
room he hears a noise as of a door turning on its hinges,
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but does not actually see the door. He then seesa porter,
who gives him a letter professing to come from a friend
two hundred leaguesdistant. 'To considerthesephenomena
of the porter and the letter in a certain light,' he goes on,
'they are contradictionsto common experience, and may be
regarded as objectionsto those maxims which we form concerning the connexionsofcausesand effects." For instance,
when I have heard that particular sort of creaking sound in
the past I have always seen a door opening. That sort of
auditory impression has been constantly conjoined with
that sort of visual impression. And I have accordingly
formed the 'maxim' or rule that whenever the one occurs
the other occurs as well. But on this occasion I hear that
kind of noise withor,r/seeing any door oPen; the auditory
impression occurs without its customaryvisual companion.
My rule then seemsto be contradicted, or refuted. Again,
from previous experience I have formed the rule that any
human being who gets into a first-floor room must come uP
the stairs. How then has the porter managed to get here?
I did not observe him coming up the stairs; I was not
observing any stairs at all at the time. It looks as if my
rule were false. For here is somebody who apparently has
arrived without coming up the stairs. Lastly, previous experiehce tells me that letters can only pass from one place
to another when they pass through intermediate places,
and when there are 'posts and ferries' to convey them. But
in this case I have observed no intermediate places, nor
indeed any place but this which I am in; and certainly I
have observed no posts and ferries. Here, again, my rule,
my customary expectation derived from the constant conjunctions in my past csperience,seemsto be refuted.2
Nowthereiso_49.gg11_g1-w-b_rghf
.saq.9av,emy..-rlll-eq-f"rom
refutation. Al! I have tp do.is tp-Sqppqgq that_ objects
can exist and event_soqgpr-wle4-I a,mngt observil€*thpm;
r E. p. r9o; S.B. p. 196 (my italics).
' E. pp. r9o-r; S.B, pp. 196ad fin.-tg7.
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i.e. that my fragmentary sense-dataare continued into unsensedsensibilia. 'And this supposition,' Hume goes on,
'which was at first entirely arbitrary and hypothetical,
acquiresa force and evidence[evidentness]by its being the
only one upon which I can reconcile these contradictionsr'
viz. the contradictions between my establishedrules and
the present apparently contrary instances. By thus 'supposingthe continued existenceofobjects'and not otherwise
'I can connect their past and present appearances,and give
them such a union with each other, as I haoe found by
experienceto be suitable to their particular natures and
circumstances',i.e. f can savemy establishedcausalmaxims
from refutation. And Hume points out that there is 'scarce
a moment of my life' when I do not have occasionto do
this.I
It is now easy to see why this process of imaginative
supplementationcannot be a caseof ordinary causalreasoning, though it may resemble it 'as being derived from
custom and regulated by past experience'. It is something
which ensuresthe truth of the very causalrules upon which
euch reasoningdepends. It is not itself causal reasoning,
becauseit is something more fundamental, without which
causal reasoning would not stand; for without it all the
rnajor premissesused in such,reasoningwould be utterly
prccarious,and any drowsv nod would refute them.
Flume puts this point in a curious rvay of his own, in
conformity with his view of Causality and of causalreasonirrg. According to him, causarllgqggrUlg_ll l-olhiry_bU!__4
customary "tgg+_sl!1!
!_d--.!_he i-" gile"!i-o_tt,aq{ the causal
rule (which I ha_vg9{g{ i1q major p_59ry!9s)
is simp-ly_the
cxpressionof such a custom. But in the p,rese4!_caset_e.g
that of the cat or the porter or th.-ecreaki"f Oog_t,*9 nn-a
rru rseIves iil gi n i qg ;-;; gu iai,sii''g;y
gr-9q1qy th ;n: ilt-at whi cIr we
uctually obserue;and this cannot be accounted for by mere
custom. The difficulty is, he says, that 'since nothing is
I E. p. r9r; S.B. p. r97 (my italics).
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really present to the mind besidesits own PercePtions,it
is not only impossiblethat any habit should everbe acquired
otherwise than by the regular sequence of these PercePtions, but also that any habit should ever exceedthat degree
'We may try to make his meaning clearer as
of regularity'.t
follows. When we fail to observe some regular sequence
to which we have been accustomed-as when we see the
cat first here and then there, without seeing it passthrough
any intermediate places-we should expect that our custom
of believing the movement of cats to be continuous would
be broken, or at any rate that our confidencewith regard
to it would be greatly weakened. We should expect that
we should alter our rule, and believe in future that most
cats move continuously, but some are annihilated at one
place and then re-created at another. But this is not at all
what we actually do. On the contrary' we obstinately
refuse to modify our original rrrle. We insist upQ4-gre-

words, 'not as a pupil but as a judge'.

tion', he says, 'when set into any train of thinking, is apt
to continue even when its object fails it, and like a galley
put in motion by thc oars, carrieson its coursewithout any
new impulse.' And again: 'as the.mind is once in the train
of observing a unifoimity among objects, it natural$t con'
tinues till it renders the uniformity as complete as possible.'2
I E. p. r9r; S.B. p. rg7 (my italics)'
' E. p. rgz; S.B. p. r98 (my italics).
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He quotesas a parallel a processwhich he describedearlier
in the Treatise in the course of his discussion of equality
of size. Starting from the direct comparisonof one 'whole
united appearance'withanother,we passfrom this to juxtaposition and the use of measuring-rods,which gives us a
more accuratestandard of comparison; and from this, to
the use of more finely graduatedmeasures,which give us
still a better one; and then to the use of other measures
more delicate still. So far we remain within the sphere of
observation. We do actually apply thcse more and more
delicate means of measurement,and observe the results.
But then the imagination, surveying this progressiveimprovement in our standards, proceeds to complete the
seriesby postulating a perfect standard of equality, which
is to be such that it can be corrected by nothing whatever.
And with this we have passedbeyond the sphere of the
observablealtogether. For any standard rvhich rve apply
or ever could apply would, of course,be liable to correction
by a better one.r
Let us consider this Inertia Principle a little farther. It
may be objectedthat Hume has no need to introduce anything so curious and questionable. The problem to be
solved is, how a habit of the imagination can extend itself
beyond the regularity whicf we actually observe. Now it
might be suggestedthat this extension is inherent in the
nature of habit, and thereforeneedsno specialexplanation
I Part II, Section iv (E. pp.
In Selby-Bigge's
5z-4; S.B. pp.+Z-8.
edition, the interesting paragraph beginning'There are many philosophers
who refuse to assign any standard ofequality'is to be found in the Appendix,
n.6Zl). Further discussion of this curious and intcresting theory would bc
irrelevant here. But we may just mcntion three points in passing: (r) I{ume
does not sufficiently distinguish the coilcept of equality from the standard or
oiteion by which we decide that two things are equal. This extrapolatory
process of the imagination only concems the standard; the concept might
still be directly abstracted from sense-given instances. (z) He does not
notice that a// estimations of equality-and
not merely the first rough oneare derived from direct comparisons of sense-impressions,or 'whole united
appearances'. (g) He does not see that when we profess to be measuring the
eume things first by one method and then by another, we are really comparing
diffocnt pairs of sense-impressions.
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at all. Is it not the very nature ofa habit to persist beyond
the conditions which gave rise to it, and even to persist in
the face of circumstanceswhich, if they had been present
at the start, rvould have given rise to a habit of precisely
the oppositekind ? Let us first considerhabits of behaviour.
If I give up wearing a wrist-watch and take to keeping my
watch in my waistcoat pocket, I still find myself turning
back my sleeveto look at my wrist when somebody asks
me the time. Is not this very like imagining the unseen
door when I hear a squeakingsound ? In the sameway our
emotional habits, for instance our habits of liking and disliking, have a notorious power of preserving themselves
when circumstanceshave very greatly a-ltered. If someone
has often spoken harshly to me and I have come to dislike
him, my dislike will persist even when he becomes mild
and benevolent; whereas if he had been so from the first,
my habit of dislike would never have come into being, and
I should have formed the contrary habit of liking him.
And to come closer to Hume's own problem, surely everyone knows that an habitual belief may persist in the face of
contrary evidence,for instance the belief that all Englishmen are interestedin Rugby football, or that no Scotchman
is extravagant ? What else is superstition but this, whether
amonS savagesor ourselves? Everyone knows, too, how
such habitual beliefs can bolster themselvesuP by means
of supplementary hypotheseswhich explain away the contrary evidence. Smith is as interestedin football as anyone;
he merely failed to see in the evening paPer that there was
to be a match to-day, and that is why he did not turn uP.
And in the case which concerns Hume here, we do not
even have contrary evidence. There is a temPorary cessation of favourable evidence; that is.all. When we hear the
squeakingnoise, we do not see that the door is absentl we
merely fail to see that it is there.
Thus (it will be said) the procedure of the imagination
here does not need any ad hoc lneria Principle to explain
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it. If it 'continues when its object fails it' and 'carries on
ita course like a galley without any new impulse', this is
ninrply the ordinary everyday inertia which is inherent in
ull habit. That we imagine a regularity greater than we
lctrrally observeis therefore no paradox; it is exactly what
wc should expect,and Hume is making a fussabout nothing.
Now if the habits of the imagination which Hume is here
rliscussingarejust habits in the ordinary senseof that word,
if onc's generalizationsabout sense-givenregularities are
ltrccibcly analogousto one's habit of turning back one's
rlct:vc when somebody asks one the time, it is difficult to
rcc lruw,thisobjectioncan be answered. But, of course,it
lrury be questioned whether Hume's 'habits (or customs)
rrl tlrc imagination' really are habits in the ordinary sense
of thc word; or at least whether these fundamental habits
nrc rightly called so-namely the ones without which we
rlrorrld never be consciousof an Order of Nature at all. He
t'crtlinly tries in someplacesto distinguish them from mere
funcicsand superstitions.For instance,he saysat the begintring of Part IV, Section iv, in a passageto which we have
nlrcady referred:I 'I must distinguish in the imagination
trctwixtthe principleswhich are permanent,irresistibleand
rrnivcrsal; such as the customaryztransitionfrom causesto
ell'cctsand from effectsto causes:and the principles, which
urc changeable,weak and irregular.' He proceedsto illustmtc this distinction by the following example: 'One who
corrcludessomebody to be near him, when he hears an
urticrrlatevoice in the dark, reasonsjustly and naturally;
llrorrgtr that conclusion be derived from nothing but

I p. r ( r ,
abov e.
' I lurne uses the word,s cttstom and, habit as synonyms,
We should
Itt0lruhly aay nowadays that a custom was something social (e.g. the custom
,l orting turk€y at christmas),
whereas a habit belongs to a single individual.
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be natural." This doctrine concerning two different types
or levels of imaginative processdeservesa fuller examination than it has has commonly receivedfrom Hume's commentators. We cannot pursue the subject here. It is
sufficient to point out that the habits or customs which
concern us in the present discussion are at any rate very
different from ordinary habits, and perhaps should not be
called habits at all.
However this may be, it will sufficefor the moment if we
simply translate Hume's statements about the effects of
Coherenceinto more ordinary language,and then seewhat
becomesof his Inertia Principle. When we do so, we find
that the processwhich occurs in the caseof the unseendoor
is a kind
and other fragmentary seriesof sense-impressions
of argument from analogy, as we said above. B has always
been conjoined with A in the past: therefore here too A is
probably present, though I only obsnoe B. Now at first
sight it may be thought that the only problem which arises
here is just the general problem of Induction. (Doubtless
this is intractable enough.) And it is true that this is the
only logical problem which arises. But if we turn to consider the constitution of 'human nature', which, after all, is
the chief subject of the Treatise,we reach a different result.
Firet, we have to assumethat there is in human nature an
ultimate and not further explicable tendency to make
inductions. But we also have to assumethat there is something more, namely a tendency to Pelsist in our inductive
generalizationseven in the absenceof favourable evidence;
i.e. a tendency to continue supposingthat there is order in
the world even when order is not at once obvious, and a
consequenttendenoy to form hypothesessuch that (if they
are true) this order extends as far as possible. Whereas
there might well be a conscious being who could make
inductions and argue analogically as we can, but had no
tendency whatever to extend his inductive generalizations
t E. pp. z15-16; S.B. pp. zz5-6.
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bcyond the casesto which their application was manifest
:urd casy; and who when he came across apparently contrary evidencesimply gave them up, without any attempt
to convince himself that the contrariety was only apparent.
'l'hus when he came acrossan instancelike Hume's of the
unscendoor, where the squeakyimpressionoccurswithout
thc visual impressionhitherto conjoinedwith it, he would
simply say, 'Very rvell then, I was mistaken in believing that
those two types of event alwaysgo together. There may be
lto rules at all about the occurrenceof noise-impressions;
I tlon't know what to think about it.'
Consideration of this hypothetical being (so different
from ourselves)does seem to show that in human nature
what Kant called an Idea of Reason,or something like it,
is at work; i.e. a tendency not merely to generalizebut to
cxtcnd our generalizationsas far as possible, even when
cvidence is lacking, and to continue searching for order
cvcn when at first sight we fail to find it. And Hume's
Incrtia Principle qe_gmQ
tq bg. gimply-his way oFiefErrmg
to this Idea of Reasonin his own peculiar language. If this
i' what he means, \4e must confedsthat he is thinking of
nomethingboth real and important.
Ilut, of course,it still remains possiblethat there was no
nccd for him to introduce the Inertia Principle at this stage
of his argument; and we notice that although it plays so
important a part in the discussion of Coherence, in his
tliscussion of Constancy he says nothing about it at all.
It ccrtainly seems rather curious that Constancy and
Clohcrenceshould affect the imagination so differently.
Accordingly we will now reconsider these two characteristics for ourselves,leaving Hume's exposition on one side
lirr the present. Perhaps we can find a simpler theory
which will cover them both.
1 llume himself holds that Constancy is a certain sort of
rcscmblancebetween indiaidual impressions-resemblance
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across a gap, as we might call it-whereas Coherence is a ,.
' certain sort of resemblance between seriesof impressions. }
I I want to suggest that really both alike are resemblances
I between series. !f!bjg_"9ltjqL-]v-e*
mal hopg t9 sb-ow
th"L9o$!3!cy
lholgh he himself tre4s
11rd_-C_gherence,
. them as irrEducibly difierent, are in fact sub-species of,a
common pflnciiite. In both Coherence and Constancy, we
btart, I thinli, with a continuous series of impressions which
is frequently repeated. This often-repeated series constitutes a sort of standard or model to which subsequent
discontinuous series are compared. The imagination then
proceedsto complete thesebroken series,to fill up the gaps
, in them by assimilatingthem to the continuous series.
' Thus in both casesalike we have first a continuous series,
frequently repeated, and then a number of interrupted
series resembling it. The only difference between Constancy and Coherence is this. In the case of Constancy,
the original continuous series is a monotonousone; it is of
the form ArA2AsA4Au, where all the items resemble each
other very closely. Whereas in the caseof Coherence,the
original continuous series is of,a aariegated sort; it is of the
form ABCDE, where the items differ from each other in
their qualities or in their spatial relations or in both. (As
we'saw before, Hume forgets that even where the view
'remains the same' for a long period there is really a snies
of sense-impressionscontinuously succeedingeach other,
though they all happen to be qualitatively alike.)
Now wherever we have such a situation as this-a frequently repeated continuous series, of whatever sort, and
then a number of interrupted series resembling it-a very
important charactet{stic is present for which we need a.
'special name. I am going to call this characteristic GoP-'
'rtidiff*niet
this is short for'indifference to the occurrence
iif gips'. Gap-indifference is the generic characteristic of
I which both Constancy and Coherence are species. It is a
characteristic of certain series of. impressions; and it is its
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prcsenceor absencewhich leadsthe imagination, in Hume's
own language,'to attribute objectsto some impressionsand
to deny them to others'. And whether this characteristic
takesthe form of Constancyor Coherence,the imaginative
procedure is essentiallythe same; it is a passagefrom an
obscrvedpartial resemblanceto a postulated complete one.

irrclevant. Again, in both casesalike (not merely in the case
of Coherence, as Hume thinks) the imaginative process
could be representedas an argument from analogy. It is
something closely akin to that passage'from an idea to its
rrsual attendant' which occurs, according to Hume, in
causalarguments.
We must now try to give a somewhat fuller account of
this all-important characteristicwhich we have named Gapirrdifference. It is clear at once that a seriesof impressions
cannot be called gap-indifferent if it is isolated. It can
only be called so if it belongs to a certain sort of group of
rcries. What sort of group ? It will be easiestto answer
this question if we consider how we become aware of the
cxistence of such a group., In the process of becoming
uwareof it we may distinguish the following stages:(r) We
Bturt, as remarked above, by experienbing a continuous
ncrieswhich is frequently repeated. This is what we called
jrrst now the standardseries. It might be either of the monotonous type AAAAA or of the variegated type ABCDE.
(z) Later we meet with another series differing from the
rtrrndard one only in the absenceof a single item, say A,
or C, and the presenceof a gap in its place; otherwise all
the items occur as before, and in the sameold order. Thus
thc form of this secondserieswill be A, . . . ArAnAu in the
Inonotonous case,and AB . . . DE in the variegated case.
( t) 'I'hen we might have still another series in which the
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interruption occurred in a different place; here a different
item rvould be absent, say An or D, this again being
replaced by a gap. The form of this series would be
ArA2As . . . As in the one case,ABC . . . E in the other.
(+) In still other casesthe gap may be longer, and seoeralof.
the usual items may be missing; but the others still occur
as before; as for instanceA1 . . . Aa . . . Au or AB . . . E.
Or of course the gap may be longer still.
When we consider these casestogether, we have before
us a number of interrupted serieswhich all have something
in common. We find in all of them rvhat we may call a
,rttrrbl*
to a certain s-tandaid continuous
frrg*trt"rl
occurs nolv at this place, now at
interruption
series. The
that, and it may be longer or shorter; but in all the cases
the resemblanceis there. In virtue of this resemblance,a
group is formed, consisting of (r) the standard series,
(z) the various interrupted serieswhich have a fragmentary
resemblanceto it. And any serieswhich is a member of
such a group may be called gap-indifferent. Or, again,we

an isolatedseriesnothing is either usual or unusual.) The
seriesis observedto eud in the sameold way both when it
is interrupted in the middle and u'hen it is not. And it is
indifferent not merely to the occurrence of gaps but to
their temporal distribution. The interruption may occur
at any point you please between the beginning and the
end. You may shut four eyes when the train is half-way
acrossthe bridge, or a quarter of the way across,or threequarters; the other parts of its motion are still observed
as usual, however your eye-shuttings are distributed in
time, and in due course it is observed to arrive at the
station.
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Before going on to consider how the imagination reacts
to situations of this sort, I want to insist that the frequent
occurrence of gap-indifference is just an empirical fact
about our sense-experience.I call it an empirical fact, first
lrccauseit is something which we discoaer,and do not
in any sense'make' or 'construct' or 'postulate'-whatever
'makings'or 'constructings'or 'postulatings'it may lead us
into, and whatever these latter words may mean. And
secondly, so far as we can see, it is a perfectly contingent
fact, which might quite well have been otherwise: a fact,
that is, whoseabsencewould have entailed no contradiction ,
whatever. Our sense-e4geriencfgiglt! bry9_b991 a _q!e-re
:.
:
p hantasmag.o1
i-a"aont3i 1-ri
lg_lf; Fp:fi .di$Ereni siiies at aiI.
Of course,if ig ba.a-U#-;,_;" .h;"ld Mu" [;d
ncss of a miiirial world. Bui that wJ d" hiu."o-.on..io".iuch a consciousnessis agiin just a contingent fact. If Kant is right
in maintaining that without it we should have had no selfconsciousness
either, neverthelessit isjust a contingent fact
that we do happen to be self-conscious. This only sounds
tlueer becauseusually when we speak of contingent facts
we are thinking of facts within the material world. It is a
contingent fact, we say, that this book should now be lying
on this table; for the causallaws and the collocations,which
according to our ordinary opinion together necessitateit,
nre themselvesonly contingent. Of course,in saying this,
we do usually assumethe existenceof a material world of
some sort, and accordingly assumealso that we have some
sort of consciousness
of it, lvhatever the correct analysisof
this consciousnessmay be. Yet, after all, there is no coztradiction in the proposition that no material world exists
whatever. Again there is no contradiction in the conjunctive proposition that the material world exists but human
llcings have no consciousnessof the material world, and
therefore (if Kant is right) no self-consciousness
either. If
so, the fact that the material world exists is a contingent
ftrct, and so is the fact that we are conscious of the material
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world; and so likewise is the fact that many of our senseimpressionshappen to occur in gap-indifferent series.
Now, of course, it is true that this fact could not have
been discoveredby sensationalone. To discoverit, we need
memory and comparisoz as well. And no doubt Hume's
account of these two forms of apprehensionis inadequate,
for he has a notorious tendency to reduce all apprehending
to sense-acquaintanceand
acquaintancewithimages. Moreover, memory and comparison are processesdifficult or
impossible to reconcile with the account which he gives of
the self in the section on Personal Identity.' A merely
serial self, such as is described to us in that section, by no
means possessesthat unity of consciousnesswhich these
processesseem to require; or if they do not require it, we
need to be shown why they do not, and Hume has not
himself shown us this.
But these objections, though important in their own
place, are not objections to Hume's theory of Perception
and of the External World, which might be substantially
correct, even if other parts of his philosophy err on the
side of over-economy. Further, even if his theory of perception should itself prove untenable, the empirical fact of
gap-difference remains. It is, I ,tfr!1k, _oneof the m_ost
impo?tant facts about oui JeniC-experience that gapindifferent series fiequently occur in it, though no philosopher before Hume had noticed this fact, and very few
since. It is a fact which any theory of perception, whether
Humian or anti-Humian, must recognize. For I think
Hume is at least right in maintaining that if there had been
no gap-indifferent series of impressions, or if we had not
been aware of their gtlp-indifference, then we should never
have come to hold the determinate beliefs about material
objects which we do hold; indeed, it would never have
occurred to us that there is a world of continuing and mindindependent entities at all.
I Treatise, Part iv, Section 6'
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We may now claim to have unified the two princifies of !
Constancyand Coherenceunder the common head of Gap- I
indifference./tf *. please,we may say that Cohirence is ilie'
lnore fundamental of the two, and that Constancy is as it
wcre the limiting caseof Coherence,where the qualitative
difference between the successiveimpressions reaches a
vanishing point and the whole series is perfectly monolonous.l As we have seen,this is not Hume's own opinion.
Not only does he hold that the two principles are mutually
irreducible; he also thinks that, of the two, Constancy is
lly far the more important-so much so that he ignores
Coherencealtogetherin the later part of the section.
Why should he think this ? We might be able to discover
the answerif he had told us why he is afraid that Coherence
is insufficient by itself.' But unfortunately he does not.
Itcrhapsthe reasonfor his fear is that he wants a permanent
backgroundfor change. When I return from my walk and
lind my fire gone out, it may be said that I only manageto
connect my present grey impression with my former red
rrnd sparkling one becausethe contextsof the two impressions are so similar. The fire-place looks very much as
it did two hours ago when the fire was burning brightly
in the midst of it, and so do the walls and furniture of the
room. Thus (it might be argued) I must first be aware of
thc con\tancy of the_contg4fimpressio-ns before I can be
ilware of the coherence of the fire-impressions whose
context they are. fihe recognition of Cbherence would
thus presuppose the prior recognition of Constancy,
whereas Constancy can be recognized directly-by
a
direct comparison of later impressions with earlier ones.
And so Constancy would be more fundamental than
(loherence.
But if this was Hume's reason for thinking Constancy
I 'Whatever force we may ascribe to this principle,
I am afraid it is too
wcak to Eupport alone so vast an edifice, as is that of the continued existence
()f nll external bodies' (E. p. r9z; S,B. pp. rg8-g),
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more important, he seems to have been mistaken. Even
the contextual impressions are not exactlt alike. As we
have pointed out earlier,' two impressions with a gap
between them very seldom are; and they are still less
likely to be so when each of them is very complex, as in the
present example. The light, for instance,has altered since
I was last in my rooms. It was full daylight then, and it is
trvilight now. The cat which was sitting on the hearthrug
is now nowhere to be seen. My books and papershave been
tidied up, so that the visible gestalt-qualityof the room is
by no meanswhat it was. Thus there is the samedifficulty
about the context-impressionsas about the fire-impressions
themselves,if difficulty it be. In their case,too, there is
a difference of quality between then and now, though no
doubt the difference is smaller. And in fact we treat both
cases alike: In both alike we have to compare to-day's
broken series with a past continuous one. In both alike
the crucial relation is resemblanceof snies.
The most we can admit is that Gap-indifferenceis more
easily recognizedrvherethe seriesis relatively monotonous.
Where one impression is followed after an interval by
another very like it, so that the secondreadily reminds me
of the first, it is easyfor me to notice that a'gappy' series
has Occurred: to pick out that particular file, so to speak,
from the complex processionof impressionswhich passes
before my mind. And of course, until I do pick it out, I
cannot compare it with continuous seriespresented in the
past, and so fill up the gap in it by imaginative supplementation. This is the real importance of that resemblance
between individual impressions upon which Hume lays
stress. It makes possible the selective 'synthesis' (or
syngnosis) by means of which wg-discover that a gappy
series of a particular sort has occurred. But the resemblance need not be specific resemblance;it need only be
that generic resemblancewhich is entailed by violent conI pp.
33-4, above.
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trast, as when battered fragments of egg-shell remind me
of the complete and intact egg.
We rnay now mention one or two subsidiary points which
illustrate the importance of the notion of Gap-indifference.
liirst, the introduction of this notion enablesuq to remove
a very curious objection which may be brought against
llume's own accountof Constancy. It concernswhat might
be called objectioegappiness,where the interruptions of our
observationare as it were superposedon an interruptedness
rvhich is inherent in the physical processobserved./In the
caseof Constancy,as he describesit himself, we dre confronted with an interrupted series of the form A . . . A.
'I'hc later A reminds us so strongly of the earlier one that
our first impulse is to ignore the gap between them
rrltogether; then, finding that we cannot on reflection do
this, we postulate other unsensedA's to fill it. But now
supposethat at r.3o p.m. I seeJoneseating cold beef, and
ilt 7.3o p.m. I seehim eating cold beef, not having observed
him at all in the interval. Ought I not to conclude that he
has been eating cold beef continuously all through the
intcrvening six hours? Or again, at 8 a.m. as I go out of
town I hear the sound of a siren, and at 6 p.*. as f return
I hear a very similar sound. Why do I not conclude that
the siren has been blowing all through the day ? If close
similarity between two individual impressionsis all that is
required, surely I must draw these conclusions? But it
is certain that I do not.
Why do I not draw them? Obviously becauseon many
previousoccasionsI have seenJones-or other very similar
beings-De/ween ltnch-time and dinner-time, and have
noticed that he was doing quite other things, not eating
cold beef all the while. In fact, I do not just consider this
present interrupted seriesA . . . A in isolation and fill up
the gap in it forthwith. What I do is to compare this
present series with other snies which are like it in respect
of their beginnings and endings, series such as ABCDA,
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AXYZA, and so on. And because I assimilate it to these
previous series,the unsensedsensibiliawhich I interpolate
to fill up the gap in it are not of the A-sort (as on Hume,s
own account they ought to be) but of various other sorts.
I imagine not that Jones was eating cold beef all the afternoon, but that he was doing all sorts of other things, such
as he did on previous occasionswhen I stayed in and
watched him continuously. And likewise with the siren:

postulate to fill up the gap in to-day's auditory experience
,, are not siren-noises,but noisesof vario-usother sorts.
It is strangethat Hume himsclf did not seethis difficulty
and so made no attempt to solve it. The reasonprobably is
that he was considering only a restricted classof cases,as
his examples show. He was thinking of caseswhere the
gap is very short ('when I lose sight of them by shutting
my eyesor turning my head', E. p. r89; S.B. p. r94); and
further, where the objects observed,to use common-sense
language,are not changing appreciably,but are such things
as 'mountains, housesand trees . . . my bed and table, my
books and papers' (ibid.). Here we do postulate that thl
interval between the first A and the second was filled bv
other A's. But the reasonwhy we do so is that even herl
we are assimilating the present broken series to past continuous ones. Only it so happensthat the continuous ones
were of the monotonous sort. When I keep my eye fixed
on my books and papers and do not blink, the continuous
serieswhich I senseaonsistsof items which resembleeach
other very closely. Curiously enough, it seemsnot to have
occurred to Flume that the end of a certain seriesmight
be indistinguishably similar to its beginning although its
middle part is very different from either. Indeed, this
sometimeshappens even rvith very short series,as when
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a signalling-flag is moved from right to left and back again
and then remains at rest; here a mere blink could obliterate
the entire movement, leaving only two indistinguishably
similar impressions.
Secondly, the importance of Gap-indifference can also
be illustrated, paradoxically enough, by reference to a
sphere from which Hume himself would exclude it, the
sphere of impressions of reflection (i.e. data of introspection). Thanks to the labours of Freud and others, certain
gap-indifferent serieshave been discoveredin this field too.
We often, for instance,introspect a continuous seriesof the
following sort: feeling of humiliation, resentment,deliberation, hostile act. But sometimeswe find that the feeling of
humiliation is succeededafter an interval by the hostile act,
although we did not introspect any resentment or any
dcliberation coming between them. We just find ourselves
performing the hostile act (e.g. uttering a peculiarly unkind
rcmark) quite suddenly, while we are engagedin attending
to something else, and we are not introspectively aware of
any processleadingup to it: much as we seethe cat entering
the room and then later suddenly find it sitting on the sofa,
without seeing it move from the one place to the other.
l,ikewise in wish-fulfilment drbams and day-dreams, and
the analogoustypes of hysterical behaviour. The statesof
uffairs which lve then imagine, or act out in dumb-show
supposing we are hysterics, are very much like what w-e
irnagine when we are introspectively conscious of a wish
and then introspectibly set ourselvesto consider its fulfilment. For these reasons, we are nowadays prepared to
admit that mental processescan continue in being during
periods in which their owner is not introspectively aware
of them. fn Hume's language,we attribute a distinct and
continued existenceto someat any rate of 'our passionsand
rffections', as well as to the impressionsof sight and touch.
Now Hume himself explicitly says that we do not attribute
u distinct and continued existence to our passions and
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affections,I and since in fact we do, this seems to be a
seriousobjection to his theory. But when rve reflect upon
the circumstanceswhich lead us to attribute a distinct and
continued existenceto them (circumstancesunknown or
unnoticed by Hume himself),'zwe find that the apparent
objection is really a striking confirmation of his thesis. For
what has led us to postulate their distinct and continued
existenceis precisely the fact that some seriesof passions
and affectionsare gap-indifferent.
Thirdly, we may noticethat the notion of Gap-indifference
applies to spatial complexesas well as to temporal series.
Thus in our schema(ABCDE, A . . . CDE, AB . . . DE,
&c.) ABCDE might be a complex of simultaneous and
spatially adjoined visual impressions,such as I am aware
of when I have an uninterrupted view of a mountain. This
view might then be interrupted by the intrusion of some
obstacle-a rvisp of cloud, say, or a large raven flying in
front of me-which cuts off now one part of it and now
another. But rvhichever part is cut off, I find that the
remaining parts preservetheir original qualities and spatial
relations. In that casethe whole complex is indifferent to
spatial gaps,and I shall take it to be spatiallycontinuous
despite these interruptions. I shall assume,for instance,
that part B still remains in existence, although for the
I 'Our pains and pleasures, our passions and affections, which we never
suppose to have any existence beyond our perception' (E. p. r88; S.B.
p. rS+). The point has already been briefly referred to on pp. z8-9, above.
t It is not strictly true to say that they were entirely unnoticed by Hume
hinrself. For at the beginning of Part iv, Section I (OJ the Ancient Philosophl,)
he givcs a half-serious approra[ to the recommendations of 'scvcral moralists'
who tell us to cxamine our dreams 'rvith the same rigour that we would our
most scrious and dcliberate a;:tions. Our character is the same throughout,
say they, and appears best where artifice, fear, and policy have no place.'
IIc then suggests that an cxamination of the. fictions of the Ancient, i.c,
Scholastic, Philosophy might be equally instructive. Obviously if he
seriously accepted the opinion of these moralists he ought to have revised
*'hat he says about our passions and affections in the section on Sceptickm
tithrcgard
to thc sentcs. ('Io rvhat moralists rvas he referring? Can he have
been thinking of the psycho-analytical passage at the beginning of Book IX
of Plato's Republic?)
. ,
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moment I do not see it but see the wisp of cloud instead.
In the same way, I assumethat the wall is spatially continuous behind the pictures and cupboards which cut off
my view of various parts of it, and when I' see what looks
Iike a cat's tail protruding from behind the sofa, I assume
without difficulty that the rest of the cat must be there.
We may now return to the main thread of our inquiry.
I{ume's problem is: what characteristics must senseimpressionshave if they are to be regarded as constituents
of continuing and mind-independent objects? And this is
cquivalent to asking: what characteristics must senseimpressionshave if the imagination is to supplement them
bv unsensed sensibilia? His answer is: they must have
I donstancv or Coher"r,"". VV. iiave tiied to amend and
\
ut the same tirne elucidate this answer by saying instead
that they must be Gap-indifferent. But we have still to
explain how their Gap-indifferenceaffects the imagination,
nnd how the supplementation comes about. Hume's orvn
explanationis vitiated by his mistaken notion of Constancy,
and his consequentmisconception of the relation between
Constancy and Coherence,which he treats as irreducibly
rlifferent.
It is tempting to say that the process is one of association
hy contiguity. In A . . . CD, A and C (it may be said)
rcmind me by contiguity gf B, which usually comesbetween
thcm. And then I imagine that B does actually come
bctwcen them, though in this case I have not sensed it.
'l'his account of the matter is not exactly false; but it errs
hoth by obscurity and by omission. In the first place,there
ir a kind of Type-token ambiguity about it. When we say
tlrat B usually comes between A and C, we are using these
tlrree symbols in the ty1e sense. If we use the symbols 'A'
und 'C' in the tohen sense,to mean this present A-ish
impression and this present C-ish impression, it is not
lrue-it is not even sense-to say that B usually comes
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between them. The whole point of the situation is that
there is not a present B-ish impression between them; and
even if there were, it would not be sense to say that it
usually came between them. The word 'usually' can only
be applied if one uses the symbol 'B' in the type sense.
Secondly, supposing this ambiguity cleared up, the explanation by Contiguity omits a very important point.r
This is that the processworks so to speakby wholes. It is
the seriesA . . . CD which reminds me of the seriesABCD.
Every series,or other complex, has a characteristicpattern
or form-quality (the monotony of the monotonous series
ArA2AsA4is itself a form-quality) and this is a crucial factor
both in the associationand in the consequentsupplementation. The form-quality of the broken series A . . . CD
approximatesto, but does not quite reach, the form-quality
of the complete one ABCD, being as it were an incomplete
or imperfect version of it. And that is why the broken
seriesremindsme of the complete one; it is becausethe one
series as a whole resembles the other as a whole. The
imaginative supplementation which follows is to be explained on the same principle. The imagination proceeds
to assimilatethe broken series to the complete one, so that
the same form-quality may be present in both. And in
doingthis, it has to complete the incomplete one, by postulating the existenceof supplementary items which were not
in this casesensed. Thus if we are to use the languageof
Association at all, we ought to say that the associationis
by risemblance rather than by contiguity; only the resemblattce is betlveen series, not between individual impressions. It might be better, however, simply to call the process
, ^, assimilation of series, or assimilation of complexes.
It may be objected that we are here thrusting upon Hume
a theory, namely the Gestalt-theory,which is utterly alien
t Both the ambiguity and the omission were in effect pointed out by
Bradley in his criticism of the traditional doctrine ofAssociation in Principles
of Logic (Book II, Part II, ch. r), though the language which he uses is quite
different.
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lo lrirrr. l)oes not every first-yearundergraduateknow that
llrrrnc's psychologywas atomistic? To this there are two
nlrsrvors.First, even if Hume's psychologywas wrong, his
t lr<'oryof knowledge,or, if you prefer, his analysisof matterol-llct propositions(such as 'this is a table'), might still be
rrrlrstlntially right. He might be right in resolving our
colrsciousness
of material objects into sense-acquaintance
plrs irnaginativesupplementation,even if his account of
tlrt'occasionsupon which that supplementationoccurs and
ol'llrc prccisemanner of its occurrencewas mistaken. But
ret'olrdly, it is not at all clear what the word 'atomistic'
nrclns. I suspectthat whatever it may once have meant,
it ir rrow for the most part a term of abuse,and for the rest
rr rrrrrrlcllc.Sometimesan 'atomist' seemsto be a man who
rlt'rrit'sthat we ever apprehend necg;saryconnexionsbetween
pnr'licrrlars. L"l_U!-_qa[!_t!t!=1_*gy) B,rt sometimes he is
u rfrirnwho deniesthat we ever apprehendsensible
continuity.
| ,ct us call this sensei\ These two sensesare quite different,
rrrrtlaccordinglywe must say that the word 'atomism' has
two t;rritedifferent contradictories. If the '-ism' terminofrrgy lrlcases,we may call them respectively Connectiaisnt
untl ('etntinuism.These two positions are logically indepenrlcrrt: tlrc truth of one doesnot entail either the truth or the
lirlnityof the other. But the Anti-atomistsseemto suppose
llrrrf thcy arenot independent. In particular, they seem to
frtl)lx,sc that if Continuism is true Connectivism is zpso
Irtrlo tnrc as well. And once this argument is clearly stated,
rv(.H('(:that it has no force at all. It is simply not the case
tlrll wlrcn I apprehendany continuous sense-givenwhole
p,lrxr.ssinga form-quality, I am apprehending that the
occrrrr(:t)cc
of one part of that whole necessitates
or entails
tlrc ot:crrrrcnceof the other parts. This 'short way with
llrrrrrr'' is altogethertoo easy. Incidentally we may notice
tlrrrt ncithcr senseof the word 'Atomism' seems to have
rrrrrclrto clowith Psychology.The addition of the adjective
'pnyclrological'
merely makesconfusionworse confounded.
F
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Now it must of course be admitted that Atomism in
sense2 (that of which Continuism is the contradictory)is
certainlyfalse. But then there is no reasonto think that
Hume acceptedit. If he did, why did he explicitly assert
the existenceof compleximpressions?tIt is true that he
also assertedthat there are tninimavisibilia. But the two
assertionsare perfectly consistent. It may both be true
that we sensea complexasa whole-form-quality and alland alsotrue that the complexcontainsa finite numberof
sensibly-distinguishable
parts,which are suchthat no part
smaller than they are could be sensedby us. As for
Atomism in senser (that of which Connectivismis the
contradictory), no doubt Hume was an atomist in this
sense.But may it not be that Atomism in this senseis a
very good thing ? Perhapsit is not the last word on the
matter;Hume himselfdid not think that it was. But it may
be a very important first word. At any rate, it cannot be
refuted by mixing it up with somethingquite different
which happensto be obviouslyfalse:somethingtoo which
Hume never held, and which even if he had held it would
have
beenirrelevantto his most importantcontentions.
,
Thus we are perfectly entitled to maintain that the processof imaginativesupplementationconsistsin the assimilation of one sense-given
complexto anotherin accordance
with the principle of Gap-indifference. This statementis
both plausiblein itself, and consistentwith Hume's other
theories. But it needsto be amplified. We have to distinguish two rather different sorts of assimilation (and
consequentlyof supplemenjlation).W. may call them respectively'assimilationby conaergmce)'
and 'assimilation6y
supuporition'.
4
In assimilationby convergence
the completeor qtan-dard
Indeed, tt
gglils-jq_e9lgilly-gy_e-gjgJg-tn,SEnsatton.
it is
*ti.n. lndeed,
!g!!cs-ll
given repeatedly,so that we becomefamiliar with it. And
subsequentinterrupted series,interrupted in variousways
' Treatke, Book I, Section r (E. pp. rz and r3 ; S,B. pp. z and 3).
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and to various extents, at once recall the
S14dafd series
to our minds; they are then as
tion, each undergoing that
mentation which its particular
requires. Here the whole set
stitutes the sort of group which professor Broad
calls a
tytity of centre; the standard or complete series
is the
'centre', and the inferior or interrupted series all have
to
it the common relation of fragmentary resemblance.
And
the assimilation process is so io ,p."{
one_way process,
"
running from the inferior series to the standard
one.
But it seemsthat there is also another processof a
more

itselr;
it isitserr
apro{ycJ
,r rn'.ttt*il;:ffi1,:
"lT'ril}:::l

not a datum from which the activiiy starts. This
is the
processof assimilation by superposition; and thanks
to it,
we are far less at the mercy of blinks and .drorvsy
,,odr;
and other interruptions than we should otherwise
be.
Thus supposeI have never sensedan entire continuous
seriesof the form EFGH. None the less it may
be that I
have senscd a number of interrupted series
of the forms
GH, EF .. H,E.... H,.. hGH, and.so on. Then
l^._.
I shall tend to assimilatethesevariously interrupted
series,
not with a continuous standard series(for here
I have noi
got one), but with one another. For tirey do have
to one
another the relation of partial resemblance,
even though
there is no one continuous serieswhich they
all ,.r.-fi..
se series,unlike the others,
,rofessorBroad
calls a unity ,,
[e passage of the mind is
leak, an every-lvay process,
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wheree$!t"lgglpleilss-rj.ecreJ0inds-tts,-by;ere-m-blance,
of all the rest. Then, thanks to this mutual recalling, the
ifrEi-ginationwill tend to assimilate them all to one another;
and in doing so it will supplement each in the light of the
rest. For the part which is missingin one, sayin E . . GH,
is present in one or more of the others, for instance in
EF . . H or . . FGH; and converseJywhat is missing in
the others is present in the one. Thus, for example, I may
never have observed the whole movement of a man from
one end of the quadrangle to the other; in every case,
perhaps, I blinked or turned my head sooner or later before
he had got all the way across. Still, in ever so many cases
I have observed large parts of such a movement, and
smaller parts in many more. And the intervals of nonvision occurred sometimesnear the beginning of the process,
sometimesnear the end, sometimesin the middle; some
were long, some short, some very short-no longer than
the flicker of an eyelid. Thus any of these observations,
interrupted though they all are, will remind me of any
other; and I shall be easily led to the thought of the whole
uninterrupted movement, though I have never actually
observedit.
In this sort of assimilation the differencesbetween the
seriesare as important as the resemblances.It would not
do if the gap always occurred at just the same point (say
between F and H) and lasted for just the same time. For
in that case the imagination would never be led to fill it.
No mutual assimilationof the seriescould occur, for they
would be exactly alike already. Nor would there be any
source from which the filling could come-unless we had
on some other occasion qbserved some complete and continuous series which could serve as a model; and in this
case,cfr hypothesi,we have not. Thub it is essential that
the gaps should be variously distributed over the different
series, sometimes occurring at one point, sometimes at
another. In that casewe shall be led to assimilatethe series
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to each other, and in doing so we shall be able to supplement each in the light of the rest.

by physiological changes in the observer's body.) I mean
that in relation to tluse particulnr series their distribution

constant conjunction of the form ,whenever f see a man
reach the Keep off thegrassnotice, f ceaseto seehim for the

. I Tha! belief, like other cousalbeliefs, only ariseswhen the material world
(of which our own body is a part) has atrlady been constructed, At the
present stageof our inquiry it is neither here nor there. Cf. pp.
7-g, above,
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eachother. The differencesbetweenthem come onlv from
the different distributions of the gaps. And becausethese
differences have so little influence upon the mind, the
resemblanceworks almost unopposed.
To confirm this account of the matter we may refer,
follorving I{ume's example,to the statementsof the Vulgar.
'I'he ordinary unphilosophicalpcrson (and even somephilosophers) would certainly say, if asked, that he had very
often observed a man walking all the way acrossthe quadrangle. But in fact it is almost certain that he never has
observedthis. In each casehe almost certainly blinked at
Ieast once, perhaps several times, so that he never did
observethe wholemovement from beginning to end.
W_ehavenow describedthe two main typesof imaginative

f.+l:irUtiitOUndtiipplemenfatidn-1Theiiff
erencebetween
them may be illustrated by the following rather crude
analogy. Suppose we are presented with a number of
mutilated versionsof a Roman inscription. It may happen
that we have somewherea completeand unmutilated copy.
If so, we'restore'the missingparts of the mutilated versions
by referenceto the complete one to which they all have a
fragmentary resemblance. (This correspondsto Assimilation by Convergence.)But we may not be so fortunate asto
possgssan unmutilated version. In that case we have to
compare the fragmentary versions with one another: we
fill in the missing part of one version by referenceto one
of the other versionsin rvhich that particular part happens
to be preserved,and conversely. And so we 'construct' the
complete text, which we do not possess.But of coursewe
could not do this if each of the mutilated versions was
mutilated in the same place, say the bottom left-hand
corner. The mutilations must be irregularly distributed,
so that the part which is missing in one version is present
in another. (This secondprocedurecorrespondsto Assimilation by Superposition.)
I have tried to bring out the difference between these
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two types of assimilation,but it must not be exaggerated.
For at bottom it is a difference not of kind but of scale.
In both casesalike, we have an assimilation of the discontinuous to the continuous. In both casesalike, some
continuity is actually given in sense,and the data characterized by it serve as a standard or model. Only in the
Superposition casethere is less of it, since no one of the
series is continuous throughout. Still, each of them is
continuous in part: it is continuous up to the point where
the gap comesand then again continuous after it. And we
fill up the gap in series no. r by reference to the continuous
part of seriesno. z, and conversely. Thus in respectof its
continuous part, each of the seriesservesas a standard or
model to some of the others; and so the situation is fundamentally the sameas in Assimilation by Convergence.
For the purposeof the presentessay,the important thing
about these imaginative assimilations is of course thcir
supplementatiae
side, the postulation of unsensedsensibilia
to fill up the gaps. We must now consider this supplementation more closely. And first we must insist on its
unreflective anil half-consciouscharacter. It is not that I
notice a gap and wantonly stuff in an unsensedsensibile
to fill it. When AB . . D is presentedinstead of ABCD, I
do not feel surprised or puzzled. I do not ask myself thc
question 'What can have happened to C, which usually
comes between B and D ?' and then suddenly propouncl to
myself the brilliant hypothesisthat C did exist in this casc
too, but happened to be unsensed. The postulation of
unsensedsensibiliais no piece of metaphysicaltheorizing,
and despitewhat Lord Russellsaysabout Stone Age metaphysics, I cannot believe that it was so in the Stone Age
either.' It is something which we slip into without being
aware of what we are doing, without any questioning, and
without any reasonaskedor given. We do it in accordance
t B. Russell, Our Knousledge
of the Extnnal lVord.
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with a principle, in the sensethat we only do it when
the data actually presentedare of a certain sort, namely
when they are Gap-indifferent. But we are not ourselves
awareof that principle, and could not state it if we were
a
asked to.
"",
Indeed, the processof assimilation is so rapid and automatic that even the gaps themselves quite often fail to be
noticed; and then the differencebetweenthe actuallysensed
and the merely postulated, between the data and the
supplements, is not noticed either. Perhaps this sounds
strange. When a man observes a fairly prolonged process,
or watches an unchanging object for some time, can he
possibly fail to notice that he sometimesblinks and turns
his head ? And can he possibly fail to notice that, during
those intervals, impressionsof the relevant sort were not
actually presented to him, but only postulated? Perhaps
he cannot be wholly unaware of these things, but I think
he can easily fail to attend to them or to remember them,
and often does. In such casesthe imagination does its work
so well that it seems not to have worked at all. Nature's
remedy for the fragmentariness of our data is so effective
that we do not notice the disease. '' " ',
Nor is this unreflective ignoration confined to the Vulgar.
It is found even in learned philosophers, who have indeed
pushed it much farther. They have spoken as if the Given
neon had any gaps in it at all, as if we never blinked or
slept or turned our backs on one object to look at another,
as if clouds never passedin front of the sun and cats never
disappeared behind sofas. (I say thev have spoken as e1f
these things never,happened, not that they have explicitly
denied their occurrence.olf they had tried to do that, they
must have reflected and seen their mistake.) Having made
this singular assumption, they then ask what right we have
to 'transcend' the Given, and to postulate a material world
'behind' this supposedly continuous veil of sense-data. But
if the Given were gapless,it would be sufficient in itself,
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and no 'transcendence' of it would ever be thought of. It
would constituteby itself a completeand continuous world,
and why should we duplicate it by adding another? However, in actual fact the Given is not like this. Actually our
data are full of holes and gaps, and that is what leads us to
transcendthem. Taken just as they come, they are a mere
driblet of fragments with shoft continuous stretches here
and there. And becausethey have failed to see what occasions the transcendence,these philosophers have also
misconceivedthe characterof it, at least as it occurs in the
Vulgar. The transcendencetakesthe form not of postulating a world of somethings different in kind from senseimpressions(things-in-themselves,or Lockian objects with
only spatio-temporalcharacteristicsand causalproperties);
what we postulateis serxibilia,colour-expanses,sounds,and
tactual processes,entities the same in kind as the impressions which we actually sense. Nor can it be said that we
postulate a second 'world' of sensibilia additional to the
'world' of actually given sense-impressions. On the contrary, the Given is so fragmentary that until the postulation
is done there is nothing before our minds which could be
called a world at all. It is not a caseof passingbehind the
veil, but of patching up the veil itself. And the only sort of
'behindness' which enters into the matter is the ordinary
literal behindness. Behind the door I postulate the existence of the staircasewhich I do not now see, and I postu.* . r
late the existenceof the sun behind the clouds.
Yet we must not exaggeratethe extent of this ignoration
of gaps, even if it has had an unfortunate effect on some
philosophical theories. Our consciousnessof the external
world is not wholly a sleep and a forgetting, an imaginatively induced inattention to the fragmentariness and interruptedness which pervades all our sense-experience. We
do sometimes notice the gaps, and consequently the difference between the Given and the postulated supplements.
When vou ask me what there is behind the door I can
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describe the contents of the next room to you, though the
shut door has for the present interrupted my view of them.
And when I do so, I am quite well awarethat my experience
of the room has been interrupted, and that I am describing
entities not at the moment sensed. Later, I open the door
and find that they are not exactly as I thought them to be.
with
I am then comparing actually given sense-impressions
previously postulatedsensibilia,and noticing the difference
., .r t
quite clearly.
Thus we are sometimes quite well aware that we have
supplemented our data, though often we are not. What
does conceal itself from us is the actual processof supplementing. We find that we have done it, but we do not
notice ourselves actually doing it. Still less do we do it
deliberately and with an intellectual effort, after a process
of questioning and wondering (as when we look for a
hypothesis and try to fit it to the facts). On the contrary,
the utmost effort is needed to undo it, and to contemplate
the data in all their nakednessand fragmentariness. And
this artificial suspension of supplementation never lasts
long. As Hume points out, carelessnessand inattention
soon reassertthemselves,and we are at it again.
It is now time to consider an objection which may be
r brouglrt against this whole account of imaginative suppleId suggest th at
mentati on. F_prhap"q3mg€h&spgh-g.1g*1you

This theory, though disconcerting at first, does begin to
look plausible on further consideration. It does have the
great advantageof simplicity and economy. What Hume
calls the imagination is a very mysterious faculty, working,
as Kant said later, in the depths of the soul: whereasaction
-or so it seems-is something perfectly obvious and
familiar, with no mysteries about it at all. And then we
recall that Hume himself constantly talks of habits of the
imagination. M"y they not really be just habits in the
ordinary senseof the word, practical habits of a particularly
fundamental and pervasivekind ?
But there is a serious and I think fatal difficulty in this
line of thought. In order to see what it is, we must state
the Acting-as-if theory in its most radical form. Indeed,
until we do so, it is of no epistemologicalinterest. No one
need deny that sometime-s
nothing except actually sensed
sense-datais before our mind when we are said to be seeing
or touching a material object; and that sontetimesthe only
additional factor which is relevant is the acting as if certain
sensibiliaexisted,without even entertainingthe proposition
that they do exist. Thus when I put down a tea-tray on the
table, I am acting as if the surfaceof the table went on continuously underneath the tray, though alarge part of it is
no longer seen. And sometimes I do not consciously
postulate that there is an unsensedsensibilefilling up the
gap in the intermpted table-impression; I merely sense
the interrupted impressionand act as if the unsensedsensibile were there. But the question is, whether the theory
maintains that this is always so. Supposing it does not, it
cannot claim to have given an analysis of what we commonly call our consciousnessof material objects (which is
what we are looking for). It has merely shown that this
consciousnessis quite often replaced by something else;
which is a very interesting psychological fact, but nothing
more. Or, at the most, it has shown that phraseslike'seeing
a table' have a secondary usage, an 'acting-as-if' usage,

Wbeil*harle--c-alls-d--suBp-l-e{Denla-tiqnme5.glyconsistg__in
qSlgeg_jf :\S-_*y:q i q _e.Ut.
$-e-q.ee.-experience
f llgd
1ye1e
rvith unsensed sensibilia, and that we do not think of such
sensibilia at all; when we are said to be observing some
material object or process, nothing is before our minds
exceptjust the actually presentedsense-impressions.Thus
such phrases as 'imaginative postulalion', and indeed the
rvord 'imagination' itself, would be seriously misleading;
for if we take them in anything like their ordinary sense,
they would be utterly inappropriate to the processeswhich
they profess to describe.
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additionalto the ordinaryone; but of this ordinaryusage
it has given no elucidation at all.
Thus if the theory is to be of philosophical importance
it must be taken in itl most radicaliorm. it must be applied
to all the casesin which we are said to be seeingor touching
a material object, not merely to some. In all such cases
somethingis occurring over and abovethe sensingof actual
sense-impressions. lbg q1go;ylnust hg taken to be offeling
an an_alysisof this addilgn4t factor, which was descrihed
jgraglnatiyg ppAlgldion of unsensedsensibilia.
4bovb .aq_1h-9
It may then be g!?tgd-ia. -ei1he.rqf 1yo Jqays. Either it
may say that the imaginative postulation of unsensedsensibilia just e'sthe acting as if they were there; that is, that
the second phrase is a clearer and less misleading substitute for the first. Or it may say that imaginative postulation of sensibilia does not occur at all; and that nothing
does occur, over and above the sensing of actual senseimpressions, except the acting as if the sensibilia were
there.
We may now put our difficulty by asking what the word
'acting' means. Must it not refer to movements of our
bodies? But what is meant by 'movementsof our bodies'?
According to the Humian theory which we have been
folbwing, this phrase stands for certain interrupted series
of sense-impressions (visual, tactual, and organic) whose
gaps are filled in by the postulation of unsensed sensibilia.
But according to the Acting-as-if theory, it can only stand
for certain seriesof sense-impqessionssuch that we act as if
the gaps in them were filled. But then what is this acting
as if ? It too must consist in bodily movements, according
to the theory, and then the problem arises again. And so
we have a vicious infinite regress.
This criticism may appear unfair. It may be said that the
theory is not concerned with the material world itself, but
only with the observing of it; and that as to the nature of
the material world (the analysis of material-object phrases)
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it need take no view at all, and may be content with a
common-senseattitude. If so, we cannot ask it to tell us
what a bodily movement is; though we can ask it to tell us
what obseruingabodily movement is.
But in fact the answer which it gives to the second
question is such that it is logically committed to giving a
certain answer to the first; and then the vicious regress
cannot be avoided. Fqr how does the holder of the theory
know that there are such things as bodily movements or
actings-as-if? 'Bodily movement' is a material-object
phrase;it standsfor a certain sort of processin the material
world. If all observation,including his own, consists in
nothing but sensingand acting-as-if,how has he ever come
to understandmaterial-objectphrasesat all ? Granted that
his theory of observation is correct and exhaustive, he could
only have come to understand them if 'material object' or
'material process' just meansa seriesof sense-impressions
such that on sensing them one acts thus and thus. If
material-object phrases mean something more than this,
he is precluded by his own theory of observation from
knowing what it is. And then we do have to ask what
'acting' means; for after all it is only another materialobject word. And in attempting to answer this question,
he will haveto say that it standsfor othersense-impressions
such that on sensingthem one acts in a certain way; whereupon the samequestion arisesover again.
Thus the theory is incapableof saying what is meant by
its crucial phrase 'acting as if'. And we can now see that
it only appearedplausible becauseof a certain restriction
of standpoint, which in one form or another is very common. We take up what one may call an external standpoint,
as when we are observing the behaviour of some other
percipient. It is then natural to say 'he is acting as if the
gaps in his sense-experience
were filled, and that is all that
his so-called consciousnessof matter consists in; all that
he is actually awareof is the sense-impressions
themselves'.
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This statement looks plausible, and with regard to some
persons in some casesit is probably true. But we forget
that when u'e made the statement our own consciousness
of the material world must contain much more than this.
When we use the word 'he' and likewise such words as
'acting' and 'behaving', rve are supplementing our oun
sense-impressions
with imagined sensibilia. We ourselves
are not merely sensing and behaving as if, and very much
is before our minds besides the actually sensed senseimpressions. For instance,we could describewhat sort of
a three-dimensionalshape 'he' (that body over there) has
got, rvhat a back view of him is like, and even perhapswhat
changesare going on in the musclesinside him. The same
difficulty arises again when we proceed to describe his
acting in more detail. For then we have to mention some
material objectsupon which he is acting: he is reachingout
for tlu mdtch-box,he is opening the door. Thus the analysis
which we apply more or less plausibly to our neighbour
will not apply to ourselvesand to our own consciousness
of matter, which alone makes that analysis possible. But
some philosophers, especially scientifically minded ones,
are so self-forgetfulthat they nevbr notice thip. This theory,
then, is altogether too extrovert and hard-headed;and we
can safely go back to Hume's.
We must now turn to another aspect of imaginative
supplementation, namely that which is concerned with
subjectioesuccessions,
as Kant called them. Hume himself
never discussed these, and it is often supposed by his
critics that on his own principles he could give no account
of them at all. He wquld be bound to hold, so it is said,
that all occurrences of sense-impressionsare objectioesuccessions;or perhaps that none are,'which comes to much
the same thing. I think this is a complete mistake. No
doubt subjective successionsare of great importance, and
we may well criticize Hume for not seeing this. But no
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great extension of his principles is required in order to
accommodate them.
It is only necessaryto introduce what I will call Suc- s
cession-indifferenceas well as Gap-indifference. Let us
put the point crudely to begin with. We sometimessense
seriesof impressionswhich are such that we get the same
items in a number of alternative temporal orders. Let us
consider what we call a number of views of the same
building, which is the example taken by Kant.r We can
seefirst the north-west corner, then the south-west corner,
and so on back to the north-west one. Or the series may
start from the north-west corner again, and proceed the
other u'ay round, via the north-east one. Or it may include
a view of the top of the roof, then of the front wall and the
front door, then of some rooms inside, and then of the back
wall. Or it may start at some different point, for instance
a view of the kitchen window. (The usual symbolism for
a set of seriesof this sort is ABCD, ADCB, BCDA, &c.;
but to do justice to any concrete casewe need many more
symbols and a much greater variety of combinations.) ,,'Lr
Now how will such a set of seriesaffect the imagination ?
The answer is clear. The imagination in surveying the
entire set is not tied dolvn to any one order of succession.
No one of them is appreciably more frequent than any
other. And the memory of any one of these temporal
orders will tend to be inhibited by memories of the rest.
None of them is usual, for each of them is present in some
casesand absent in some; so far as the temporal arrangement goes, there are no constant conjunctions. It is not the
case,for instance, that B always comes after A, or even more
often than not. There is no observed correlation betrveen
the qualities of the items and the order in rvhich they are
presented. _And this non-correlation mav be summed up
by s4ylngthat the rvhole set is succession-indifferent.Thus

sofar aJiffi6-r?Io?GFTi conb-erni:a;;c"s6maty-transi' Critique of Pure Reason,SecondAnatogy, A r9o-3.
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tion of the imagination will be set uP. T!g:*"Stn"tP"
1q!!! be neutral as betweel\ qU !]gqg- temporal or_derg and
will not be led to prefer one of them above the rest. On
the other hand, the items are spatially related. The given
successionof one item on another is always spatially continuous, though the temporal order varies. A, for instance,
is always spatially continuous with B, whether presented
before it or after it, and likewise spatially continuous with
D. Thus in respectto spatial order, the imagination e'stied
down. And so it will svnthesize the entire set into one
single spatial whole.
I have said that in a group of succession-indifferentimpressions 'the same' items occur in different temporal
orders. But this is not strictly accurate, unless rile mean
that the iame universab are manifested in diversely-ordered
series of instances. For one cannot sense the same impression on two different occasions,though one may sense
two impressionsof the sametype. If I start with a view of
the kitchen-window and then go round to look at the front
door, and then come back to where I started, I do not come
back to the same old impression with which I began. For
by that time it is past and gone. What rially happens, at
the best, is that I sensea new one exactly like the old, It
is tnre that I do in a manner 'identify' it with the old one,
in that I postulatea continuous seriesof unsensedsensibilia
filling up the interval between the two (the interval during
rvhich f rvas away inspecting the front door). But the
identity here is the identity of a series, consisting of
numerically diverse though qualitatively similar particulars.
Moreover, it is postulated,not given.
This brings us to the curious interrelation which there
is between Succession-indifferenceand Gap-indifference.
The gaps in our sense-experienceare often due to such
causes as the shutting of our eyes, the withdrawal of our
hands, to the interposition of some physical obstaclesuch
as a cloud, or again to sleep or unconsciousness.But very
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many, especially the longer and more glaring ones, are the
result of subjectivesuccessions;where, as lve say, we stop
looking at one thing and go offto look at another, and then
return later to the first-it may even be years later. We
must not suppose,as some have, that subjective successions
only occur when we are engaged in inspecting one single
material object, such as the houseof Kant's example. They
occur equally when we passfrom a view of one object to a
view of another,for instancefrom a view of London Bridge
to a view of Edinbirrgh Castle.I I do not think that Kant
himself made this sufficiently clear. If he had, it might
have been easierfor us to understand what he says about
'possibleexperience'and how the empirically real is to be
defined in terms of it. He would say that a far-distant
object A, which we have never observed and perhaps never
shall, is none the less'empirically real'provided that it falls
within possibleexperience. He means, I think, that there
must be a describable subjectioesuccession,however long
and complicated,which would bring us at last to a set of
A-ish sense-presentations.In the case of Australia there
is, in the caseof the New Jerusalemthere is not. And in
generalif any two objects are pmpirically real, there must
be a describablesubjective successionleading from sensepresentationsof the one to sense-presentations
of the other,
and conversely. Incidentally, if this is the correct interpretation of Kant's doctrine, Hume u'ould certainly agree
with him, as on many other important points. .,,.r
Thus where we have a succession-indifferent set of
impressions,we always have a number of gap-indifferent
series too. For instance, within the total successionindifferent group ABCD, ACDB, CDAB, &c., we find
the gap-indifferent seriesA . . . A . . . A. This becomes
t But indeed it is not easy
to say what one single object is, and we may
hold if we like that the front wall of the house is one object and the bact
another; or that the whole of Great Britain is one single object.
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obvious if we ignore anything except the A's' But to
indicate the numirical difference between them, we ought
to writeA. . . A' . . . A'. Again, ignoringeverythingexcept
the B's, we havethe gap-indifferentseriesB . ' ' B'' ' 'B";
and so on. For example, if I pass repeatedly from one part
of the college to other parts and back again, I experience
a succession-indifferentgroup of views of the various parts,
and at the same time a gap-indifferent series of viervs of
any one part. I n this !L4ll-3-gLc-q-es9i911
-.!n{-l.f-erent€geirp
gaB:ind-iffe-r-qpt
interlocking
of
m"v be iesarded as a set

diciipitauv".t""itvpresented
others; they indeed are what 'interrupt' it'

*'ic rm?;1;;nilil"i"

ofini
-"-6"rs
Thus BCD fit into the gap betweenA and A'' They occupy
the period of time which elapsesbetween A and A', and
theyare spatially continuouswith them andwith eachother'
As we have pointed out before' a gap or interruption is not
necessarily an absolute blank. W-"--lti!! S"4y1hatthele.is-;t
as ii is actually presented.t-o
eap if the middle of the series,
-l"-irul*
And we discover that
Cnds.
t\to
ontto-ili;"
t"',
with others to which
s6ries
irrelevanceby comparirig-thii
it has a partial resemblance,and finding that the middle
may vary in many ways without making any difference to
the ends.
Irf the casesso far considered,the gap-indifferent series
by whose interlocking the succession-indifferentgrouP is
Uuitt up are all of the 'constant' type: they are of 1\ forl
A... A'...A", B... B'...8", andsoon. But this need
not be so. As I pass from part to part of the college and
back again, by various ro.tiet and in various orders, the
difiereit parts may be changing all the while; so that each
time L.iurn to a c€rtain bit, say the porter's lodge, the
view which I get is qualitatively. as well as numerically
difierent from the ott" i h"d when I was last there' Indeed,
this is very likely to be so, especially if I was inspecting a
large and co-plex collection of objects,for instanceall the
toi.,, of England. By the time I made my secondvisit to
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Brighton much water would have flowed under the bridges,
and the town hall might have been burnt down or painted
red.
Here then we have a more complicated situation. But
the interlocking of which we spoke would still occur. We
could still sort out our whole 'bag' of views into a number
of gap-indifferent series. Only this time some or all the
serieswill be of the variegatedtype, whereasin the previous
and simpler case they were all of the monotonous type.r
Still, this will not prevent the gap in any one of them from
being occupied by actually presented members of others.
Moreover, there will still be spatial continuity, as there was
in the previous case. As I pass from Brighton to Hove and
from Hove to Shoreham, or from the porter's lodge to the
chapel, the impressions which I sense are spatially continuous. And so the imagination will synthesizethe entire
group into a spatial whole, as before. But this time it will
be a spatial whole of contemporaneouslychanging parts.
It may perhaps be suggestedthat in this casethe imaginative synthesis is sparlo-tempoyil, whereas in the previous
caseit was spatialonly. Thisi however,would be a mistake.
For unchanging endurance,which we had in the first case,
is no less temporal than chang'eitself. Both synthesesthen
are spatio-temporal. Only in tlre one the temporal structure
is very simple, in the other it is more complex.
What we have in the present more complex caseis a sort
of combination of subjective and objective successions.
There are a number of objective successions,and arithin
eachof them there is a fixed order to which the imagination
is tied down. But the order in which you passfrom one of
thesesuccessions
to another is irrelevant to their respective
contents. It makes no difference to the processesin the
porter's lodge whether you go there first before going on
to observe the processesin the college kitchen, or go to the
t For this distinction, our substitute
for Hume's
Constancy and Coherence, see p. 6o, above.

distinction
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kitchen first and leave the lodge till later. It only makesa
difference to you-to the precise character of the task
imposed on the supplementativeimagination. If you go
to the porter's lodge first, you will actually sense'say, oF;
and yEe(, their sequels, will be imaginatively-postulated
supplements. (You will be able to supply them on the
analogyof previous caseswhen you rema'inedcontinuously
in the porter's lodge for a long time.) But if you put off
your visit till later, you will actually sense e('1 when
you get there; and the earlier phases apy8 will be the
imaginatively-postulatedsupplements.
group
It is only the occurrenceof a succession-indifferent
of impressions-{L the interlocking of a number of gapindifferent series-which enablesthe imagination to conceive of a complete material object, a three-dimensional
spatial whole enduring through time. A single gapindifferent series,evenwhen the gaps in it have been filled,
does not sufficefor this. For it is still spatially incomplete.
It is just a front without a back or insides, even when I
have come to conceiveof it as existing continuously despite
the interruptedness of my observations. !n ,.o1{q1 to
p_Q4qglyg_egggrplqtg obj.eg!, or _Thing, I must sense a
number-.ofsuch ge{igs,interlocking into a single successionnot only must the imagination
in{iff"e"594.9.
-g5ggp. And
supplement them, filling up the gaps in each; it must also
synthesizethem into a single spatial whole, or rather into
a spatio-temporal whole consisting of a number of con'current and spatiallyunited parts.
Thus what we finally conceive of is a family of sensibilia
continuing through time. We take the actually sensed
impressionsto be short slicesof thesecontinuing sensibilia
(though really what we have done is to start with the slices
and fill in the rest). Or we may say that eachof thesecontinuing somethings,of which the family is made up, is an
uninterrupted seriesof temporally brief sensibilia; and we
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take the actually sensed impressions to be members of
theseseries.
I have uselthe word 'sensibile' here and throughout,
becauseit is essentialto realize that the unsensedsupplements which make up the bulk of the family are imagined
to be entities of the same kind as the actually presented
sense-impressions,
and spatio-temporallycontinuous rvith
them. The point is so important for the understanding of
Hume's whole theory that it cannot be repeatedtoo often.
The supplementswhich we postulateare just continuations
of our sense-impressions,
homogeneous
rvith the datawhose
continuations they are taken to be. S_gthg-,sUBp!q1p9n[9,.a
rvell as the actually given imp_rgssions,
may be called.'sensedata' or (in Hume's language)'perceptions'if w'e please;
that is, they are coloug*xpanses,tactual pressures,and in
general sensibly-qualifiedparticulars. And we can then
saythat materialobjectsas conceivedby the Vulgar consist
wholly of perceptions. But as it sounds strangeto speakof
unperceived perceptions or unsensed sense-data,rve have
preferred to use Lord Russell's technical term sensibilia.
Hume rightly insists that the Vulgar do not conceive 'their
objects' to be things-in-themselves,of rvhose qualities
nothing rvhatevercould be said, nor yet to be entities
possessingonly primary qualities, as Locke and other
Representationistssay they ought to. As he says,'So strong
is the prejudice for the distinct continued existenceof the
former qualities [colours,sounds,heat and cold], that rvhen
the contrary opinion is advancedby modern philosophers,
people imagine they can almost refute it from their feeling
and experience,and that their very sensescontradict this
philosophy."
Now of course a family of sensibilia is an extremely
complex sort of whole. It includes certain nuclear members
forming the standard figure, together with an indefinitely
large though ordered multitude of perspectival and other
E . p . r 8 2 ; S . B.p . r 9 z.
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distortions.t Do we imagine a//of these,in alltheir variety?
When I seea table, do I imagine all the views of it from all
the different positions and distances? It may seemobvious
that the Vulgar at any rate do nothing of the kind, and
indeed that the imagination is incapableof such a feat.
But we must remember what the word 'imagination'
means in this connexion. It stands for a processof postulating. Now this postulating is a form of thinking, and the
basic element in it is the entertaining of existential propositions. It is not just imaging (picturing); though Hume
himself, forgetting his own doctrine of abstract ideas---or,
if we prefer, his own positive substitute for the traditional
doctrinez-no doubt often confused the two. Here two
points are important. Every existential proposition contaihs a universal; we may even say, if we please,that it is
about a universal. It is of the form 3r. $x., where r is a
variable and { a universal or description. Thus 'a red thing
exists' is equivalent to 'there is something such that it is
red (or exemplifies redness)'. Now in the first place this
universal may have a higher or a lower degree of determinateness. Thus our postulation may be either more or
lessdefinite. I can postulatethat there is an elliptical entity
ofjust this precise degree of eccentricity; or that therc is
an 'elliptical entity of some degree of eccentricity, not
specifying rvhat; or that there is a roundish entity, not
specifyingwhether it is circular, elliptical,or egg-shaped;
or even that there is an eutity of some shape or other
(Indefinite Postulation). Secondly, in a single act we can
postulate the existenceof many entitiesjust as well as the
existenceof one. I can entertainthe propositionthat there
are a hundred men lir the street,or a million red patchesin
the rvorld, just as well as the proposition that there is one

(Collective Postulation). Moreover, combining indefiniteness with collectiveness, f can postulate the existenceof a
whole group of entities without either enumerating the
members (specifyingwhat the total number of them is) or
specifying the precise characteristics of each member.
Thus I can say'there are a lot of men in the street' without
specifyinghow many, or how tall eachof them is, or whether
his hair is dark or light.
To apply this to the presentproblem: when rve postulate
unsensed sensibilia to supplement our sensed ones, our
postulation is always both collective and indefinite in a
greater or lessdegree. In the caseof a penny, for instance,
what we posqrlate is a large group of sensibilia, whose
shapes are eilher portions or distortions of a disk. We
postulate them all at once, in one single act. Here is the
collectiveness.But we do not postulatea group containing
just so many members, neither more nor less, and we do
not enumeratethe members one by one. Again, we do not
postulate the existenceof distortions of iust this and this

t I have discussed this subject at length elservhere. Cf. Perccption
( Methuen, rq3z ) , c h . 8 .
2 Treatise, Part I, Section
7, Of Abstract ldeas. This is another part of
Hume's constructive theory which seems to have reccived less attention
than it deserves.

gs

must be perfectly determinate; each must have just this
precise shade of colour, and just this precise shape and
size. If this is not obvious, it is becausewhat we call the
picturing of a group is not pure picturing, but is mixed up
almost inevitably with some postulation; if we are bad
visualizers, with a great deal. We eke out our imagecomplex by postulating further parts for it which we do
not actually image at all, just as we eke out our sense-
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impressions. And a further cause of confusion is that in
entertaining existentialpropositions we do often use actual
images as symbolsfor the universals of which we are thinking; hencewe are led to supposethat postulation is nothing
but the producing and contemplating of images.
The indeterminatenessof our postulation is distributed
so to speak in a non-uniform manner. We commonly find
that it is greatestwith regard to the distorted members of
the family, whereas the standard or nuclear members are
much more determinately conceived. To use commonsense language: our conception of the 'real' shape is
usually pretty definite, while our conception of the various
'apparent' shapes is very much less so; we may indeed
think of them merely as an etcetera,without bothering to
specify their precise nature to ourselves at all. (Cf. our
example of the penny, above.) There is a reason which
Hume might have offeredforthis preference,orfavouritism,
if he had discussedthe matter; it is in accordancewith the
generalprinciples of imaginativeactivity ashe has described
them. When I experience a subjective succession,and
move about looking at a certain object from various points
of view, the differences betweeq'the various perspectival
and other distortions tend to cancelout in the imagination;
just as the gapsdid in the processof Assimilation by Superposition which we described earlier.I As I walk round a
square table, now this side appears longer than the rest,
and now that. The angleat eachof the cornersis sometimes
obtuse and sometimesacute. The distribution of light and
dark patches varies in a similar way. But no one side
always appears to be the longest. The increases and decreasesoscillate about 4acertainmean value, and so do the
obtusenessesand acutenesses.And this mean value (in
the present instance)is the same for i:ach of the four sides
and for each of the four angles. Hence these variations are
little attended to, and tend to be forgotten, because the
t C f .p p .7 4 - 8 ,

a b o ve .
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memory of any one is inhibited by the memory of others.
The same applies to the varying distribution of light and
dark patches. And so we tend to think of the whole surface
as a square with a uniform brown colouring; though perhaps
we have only seenit as a square once or twice, or even not
at all. Hence when we come to the stage of postulating the
unsensedcontinuanceof what we have observed,one part
of our existentialproposition, namely that part which concerns the existenceof a square brown sensibile,is pretty
determinate; the rest is very indeterminate. What we
postulateis that there is a squarebrown sensibile;'etcetera';
we do not spe(fy to ourselves exactly what items this
remainder consistsof, becausewe have forgotten the precise
characters of the sense-impressionswhose continuations
they are supposedto be.
Moreover, there is so to speaka method in our forgetfulness and in the indefinitenessof conception which results.
This obliviscent tendency of the imagination does nothing
to hinder our comprehensionof the world. It doesnot prevent
us from co-ordinating our sense-impressionsand predicting
new ones; on the contrary, by economizing attention it
helps us. For $q 9gtg9*inple$lgr1.yLich
w9 d9_not re-

memberiu_delqilare-_4!-a"q.
t1npg{ell In com!tr_g-.lelqt
parisonwith the standardmembersof the family, which
we do remember and conceive determinately, they are
secondary and derivative. This is a consequenceof the
special sort of structure which the family-group has. It is
a unity of centre; and the various distorted members only
fall within it because there is a single shape (the standard
figure) from which they deviate in various ways. Thus if
we should want to conceive of the distorted members in
detail, as when someoneasks us what the table looks like
from the far corner of the room, we can always do so. For
the shape of any one of them follows from the shape of the
standard figure in accordance with certain inductively
establishedcorrelations, such as the rules of perspective,
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and analogous empirical rules concerning mirror-vision,
vision through mists and the like; rules stating the various
ways and circumstancesin which the distortionsdiffer from
the standard figure.
These considerationsthrow light on some curious statements made by Hume, which seemat first sight to conflict
rvith the theory we have been expounding in his narne.
The Vulgar, he says, 'confound perceptionsand objects'.I
Again, 'those very sensationswhich enter by the eye or
ear are with them the true objects';2and a few lines lower
he adds 'to accommodatemyself to their notions, I shall at
first supposethat there is only a single existence,which I
shall call indifferently objector perception,according as it
shall seembest to suit my purpose,understandingby both
of them what any common man means by a hat, or shoe,
or stone, or any other impressroz,conveyedto him by his
senses'.3The first two passagesare ambiguous, owing to
the use of the plural ('perceptionsand objects','sensations
and objects'),and are compatiblewith the vierv that the
Vulgar regard an object as a group of perceptions,as \\'e
have said above that they do. But.the third passageseems
dpss-.-s.j-eqt-!o"
decisive; IS5_A!q"s-ayq.uite clearly that
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or shoo or stone. Thus just one single brown colouraccotding to the Vulgar a complete
";p";;;ilid'"be
material object, say a shoe,though of course they take this
colour-expanse to have a continuing existence whether
sensedor not. Whereas we have said that they conceiveof
a shoe as being a family of continuing colour-expansesand
other sensibilia,which is a vast and complicatedgroup; in
that caservhat is confouqdedwith an object is by no means
just a perception, but rather a whole set of subjectivelysuccessiveperceptions imaginatively supplemented with
many more.
' E . pp. r8 7-8 ; S.B.p . t9 3.
s Ibid.

The italics in the last clause are mine,
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We must admit that the cursory and forgetful character
of our everyday consciousnessgoes some way to justify
Hume's language;but it does not go all the rvay. Even the
plainest man hardly supposesthat a shoe is just a front
with no back or bottom or insides, as he would have to if
Hume's words are literally correct. (Does even the plain
animal supposethis ?) Yet there is no getting away from
it that a single 'perception' of sight is just a front and no
more, though often it is a bulgy front. And a single
'perception' gftouch, though it sometimeshas a back, has
no insides. The supposition of its temporal continuance
through intervals of non-presentation does nothing to
remedy its spatial incompleteness. Thus the plain man's
shoe or hat is certainly a complex of sensibilia, not just
one singlesensibile.
Still, in order to be spatially complete and so count as
an 'object' the complex need not be so very extensive. It
need not include the multitudinous variety of perspectival
and other distortions, mirror-images, and the rest, which
are all embraced within the catholic unity of what we
have called a family. To be a spatially complete threedimensionalwhole, it need only consist of those privileged
sensibilia making up what we have called the standard
figure. Thus Hume ought to have said that according to
the Vulgar a material object is a spatially completegroup of
perceptions(not just a perception): as Berkeleyhad said
before that a cherry is a cluster of sensations.
But even so there still seemsto be a wide gulf between
his account of the Vulgar consciousnessand our interpretation of him. The sensibiliawhichmakeup the spatially
completestandardfigure are only a part of the total family,
though they are the central and most important part. However, the gulf can now be bridged. For as we have shown,
the Vulgar forget the detailed character of their distorted
(non-standard) impressions,and postulate their continued
existence inattentively and indeterminately, under the
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collective head of a vague 'etcetera'. Thus it is very
natural to say that they take quite a small group of 'perceptions'to be the object; for this small group is all thatthey
fix their minds upon, and only its continuanceis postulated
determinately and attentively. But though this language
is natural, it is not quite accurate. The Vulgar do include
even queer and distortedsensibiliain the object. The plain
man still says 'That's the cat' when he sees it through
uneven glass, or reflected in a cylindrical mirror, or under
the distortive influencesof alcohol. And he adds, 'But it
looks very odd', thereby acknorvledgingthat his present
sense-impressionhas an inferior status in the family.
We may conclude then that the Vulgar do regard a
material object as a continuing family of sensibilia, though
as a rule they conceive of its distorted members very
indeterminately and with a minimum of attention. And
we may supposethat this is the theory which Hume himself
wishes to hold about the consciousnessof the Vulgar,
despite of some laxity of expression and some downright
over-simplification, as in the passagesquoted just now.
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THE EXISTENCE OF UNSENSED
SENSIBILIA
rFHUS our ordinaryvulgarconsciousness
of matter
I consists, according to Hume, of two sharply distinguishable elements: (r) the sensing of gap-indifierent
and succession-indifferent
setsof sense-impressions;
(z) the
imaginative postulation of unsensed sensibilia to fill up
the gaps\ It is now natural to ask a question: Do these
unsensedsensibilia really exist or not ? To this question
Hume makes two quite different answers. One is clearly
stated in the concluding pagesof the section on Scepticism
with regard to the senses
(E. pp. 2oo-ro; S.B. pp. zo8-r8).
This we might call his official answer. The other and more
interesting one is not so much stated as hinted at, chiefly
in the earlier passagesof the section; in a way it is not an
answer at all, for it consists in saying that the question
itself is meaningless,and so cannot even be asked. Each of
them leads to some very curious speculations which Hume
himself failed to pursue. We shall consider them in turn,
and first the official answer.
The official answer is a plain 'No'. It can easily be
shown, Hume says, that the existenceof unsensedsensibilia is impossible; 'a very little reflection and philo,lophy
[science]is sufficientto make us perceivethe fallacy of that
opinion'.' Thus the ordinary man in postulating their
existenceis just making a mistake. Yet in ordinary life we
cannot help making it. (We might even define'ordinary
life' as that state of consciousness
in which this mistake is
made, and 'ordinary men' or 'the Vulgar' as the persons
who make it.) Even when the mistake is pointed out to us
we relapseinto it almost at once. Carelessness
and inattention reassertthemselvesand 'Nature' has her way again.
E . p. zoz; S.B . p. z ro,
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